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EDITORIAL NOTE
The idea for this Journal has come from the gr~duate students
at the Institute of Social Anthropology in Oxford. Papers given at
graduate seminars and ideas arising from work for. diplomas and higher
degrees very often merit wider circulation and discussion without
necessarily being ready for formal publication in professional journals.
There obviously exists a need in social anthropology for serious
critical and theoretical discussion; JASO sees this as its main purpose.
The editors would like to express their thanks to John Hill,
Richard Heelas, and Stephen Heelas, Who have helped with the production
of this issue
0

FORMAT

The journal is published three times per year. Articles are
welcome from students of anthropology and from people in other
disciplines. It is preferred that the main emphasis should be on
analytical discussion rather than on description or ethnography. Papers
should be as short as is nec~6sary to get the point over. As a general
rule they should not exceed 5,000 words. They should follow the conven
tions for citations, notes and references used in the A.S.A. monographs.
Comments will also be welcome. Communications should be addressed to
the Journal Editors, Institute of Social Anthropology, 51, Banbury Road,
Oxford.

BACK ISSUES
We have a stock of back issues. Single issues are available at
35p. in the U.K. and $1 abroad. Complete volumes (I (1970), II (1971),
III (1972) and IV (1973)} are each available st the following rates:
U.K. - £1.00 to individuals, £1.25 to institutions; abroad - $3.00 to
individuals, $3G50 to institutions. The subscription for Vol. V (1974)
is the same. (All prices cover postage). Cheques should be made out
to the Journal of the Anthropological Society of Oxford, and sent to the
Journal Editors at 51 Banbury Road, Oxford.

Science and Sentiment:
an Exposition and Criticism
of the Writings of Pareto *
This paper is a section of an Hi~~~~~~~~!-Doctrin~s of rrimit1Y~
Mental1tJ. It aims at showing what in Pareto's work is directly
relevant tothemethodsan~ observations of Social Anthropology. It
is further the chronicle of an attempt by Pareto to apply to documents
about civilized peoples .the same comparative analysis as was applied
to documents about savages in the great classics of social
anthropology, Primi t!ve Cu),1aJre ,'!he }~Qlde~,LeuoDct1on§
Mentalea~ etc.
When we realise that Pareto reached the same
oonclusions about 'civilized',behaviour as Levy-Bruhl reaohed about
'savage' behaviour it will readily be granted that his writings
are of concern to anthropologists and that if the rigid division of
social stadies into those that deal with civilized peoples and those
that deal with primitive peoples is to be maintained it can only
\
be as a temporary convenience.
. '

.

1

" In Vilfredo Pareto's vast Tr<:\ttato di Soc1Ql~aaenfJ:z:a.:J.e over
a million words are devoted to an analysis of feelings and ideas.
The treatise is always amusing and is born of wide reading and
bitter irony. But Pareto must be classed as political philosopher
rather than sociologist. His were the brilliance and shallowness
of the polemicist and the popularizer of scientific method. Like so
many Italian students Pareto was a quarter of a century behind the.
rest of the scientific world so that his constant jibes and jeers
at phantom enemies become tedious. It is surely unnecessary to
spend two thousand pages in contravertt~g the opinions of philo
sophers, priests and politicians. Moreover, Pareto was a plagiarist,
and a very foolish one. One might think that he was unaware of
contemporaneous sociological literature and such may indeedhaye
been the case. He does not mention the works of Durkheim, Freud,
and Levy-Bruhl, to cite only three savants, though they had dealt
with the same problems of sentiments, rationalizations, and non
logical thoUght, that he was enquiring into. Even i f he was ignorant
of these works he certainly took many of his ideas, without due
recognition, from earlier writers whom he often repaid with abuse.
Of these I will mention only Bentham~ Marx,Nietzsche, Le Bon,
James, Sorel, Comte, and Frazer. Many authors are 'held up to .
derisi6n because they use metaphysical terms, for Pareto throughout
his prolix and ill-aranged arguments makes' much ado about remaining
in the scientific (logico-experimental) field. Nevertheless, he is

Originally published in the Bulletin of the: Faculty of Arts
(Cairo), 1936.
.
...

1.

~attato' d1

SO.9iolbgi,a GeneraJ&. 1st ed. 2 vols., Florence, 1916•.
A French translation under the title "'fi:aite ge Soc1g1o..gi~4.tW",
was pUblished in two volumes in Paris in 1917 and an English
translation under the title of "'+'he .Mind JAD.d._QQ~i1ttz." was published
. in four volumes 'in London in 1935. I have only l3econd-hand acquain
tance with Pareto's 0 therthree important works: .QQyr.s d' 6concmi.c
.RQJ.1~Y§ 'p~sse a 1 'Up,1versit6 de LaUMDn~, Lausanne, 1896"7;
L~L~yste!Iles soci,aJ.1§tes. Paris. 1902-3; and l1~uel d'~9Q1lQl1l~e
RQ;t.;i,tJ.g~ Paris, 1909.
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often as open to criticism on th~s score as tho~e whom he ridicules.
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It may be asked why we trouble to digest a book which is so
bad. Pareto tried to solve a. nUmber of'geliuine'problems and we can
learn as much from his failure as from his success about the nature
, qf the problems themselves and the terminological and methodological
difficul ties involved in an enquiry into the.rp. The data he c,i tes
and his treatment of italso prqvidean illuminating commentary
on the theories of a number of writers, especially on Levy-BrU;l's
theory of primitive mentality because both,men were trying to .
classify types of thought and to discover theiF interrelations.
I"

•

"

'"-'.

The treatise contains .five major propositions.
1. There are sentiments ('residues') making" for social stability
('group'persistences') and sentiments making ·for social change
('instinct for combinations'). The study of these sentiments, of
their persistence, distribution,. and inter-relations, in individuals
and groups, is the whole sUbject-matter of sociology.
2, Sentiments are expressed not only in behaviour but also in
ideologies ('derivations'). These are of very little social
importance compared with sentiments and the only point in studying
them is to discover the sentiments they both express and conceaL

3. Individuals are biologically heterogeneous. In any society
a few are superior (, ~li tes ,) .to the res t and are the natural
leaders of a community.
4. The form and durability of a society depends o,n (a) the
distribution and mobility of these superior persons in the social
hierarchy, and (b) the proportion of individuals in each class
who are mainly motivated by sentiments that make for stability
('rentier' type) or by sentiments that make for change ('speculator'
type).

,5. There are alternating periods of change and stability due to
variation in the number of biologically superior persons in the classes
('circulation"of -elites') and to theproport~onofrentierand

· -3
speculator types in the governing class ('distribution of residues').
The first two proposftions are more directly relevant to a study of
primitive mentality than the others.
There are six classes of residues: (1) Instinct for combinations
(2) Group-persistences (persistence of aggregates) (3) Need of

expressing sentiments by external acts (activity, self-expression)
(4) Residues connected with sociality (5) Integrity of the
individual and his appurtenances (6) The sex residue.
Most actions that are e~pressions of .these residues are
non-logical in character and are rigidly distingUished by Pareto
from logical actions which derive from. and are controlled by,
experience. Pareto includes thought (speech-reactions) as well
as behaviour in his concept of 'actions'. Logied-experi.ental
thought depends on f~ctsand. not the facts on it and its
principles are rejected as soon as it is found that they do not
square with the facts. They assert experimental uniformities.
Non-logico-experimental theories are accepted a p'rio~~ and
dictate to experience. They do not depend on tne rac1:s but
the facts depend on them. If they clash with experience,
in which term Pareto includes both observation and experiment,
arguments are evoked to re-establish the accord.~ogical actions
derive mainly from, processes of reasoning while non-logical
actions derive mainly from sentiments. Logical actions are
found connected with arts, sciences, economics and in military,
legal and political oper,ations. In other social processes
non-logical actions predominate. .
.
The test betweep. logical and non-logical actions is
whether their subjective purpose accords with their objective
results, i.e. whether means are adapted to ends. A logical
proposition is demonstrable by observation and experiment.
The sole jUdge of the logico-experim~ntal value of a notion of
action is modern science.
Pareto quotes Hesiod "Do not make water at the mouth of
a river emptying into the sea, nor into a spring. You muat
avoid that. Do not lighten yoUr bowels there, for it is,not
good to do so. "1 Both of these injunctions. are non-logical .
aqtions.. The precept not to befoUl drinking water has an objective
result, probably unknollll to Hesiod, but no Bubjective purpose.
The precept not to befoul rivers at,their mouths has neither .
objective result nor subje~tive purpose. The precepts.belong
to Class II Genus ~ and Class II Genus 1 in Pareto's sy,Doptic scheme
of classification.

..

GENERA AND SPECIES,

HAVE THE ACTIONS LOGICAL ENDS AND PURPOSES.
Objectively?

SUbjectively?

Class 1. Logical Actions.
(The objective and the subjective purpose
Yes
1.

The_Mind and &3&:iaty, p.79.

2.

Idein., p.78.

are~dentica1)

Yes

, -4
Class 2. Non-Logical Actions.
(The objective end differs from the subjective
Genus 1

No

No

Genus 2

No

Yes

Genus 3
Genus 4

,Yes

No

Yes

Yes

~urpose).

,SPECIES OF THE GENERA 3 AND 4
3a,

4a,The objective end would be accepted by the
subject if he knew it.

3b,

4b,

The objective end would be rejected by the
subject if he knew it.

"The ends and purposes in, question are immediate ends and
purposes. We choose to disregard the indirect. The'objective end
is a real one, located within the field of observation and experience,
and not an imaginary end, located outside that field. An imaginary
end may, on the other hand, constitute a subjective purposel ".
If there is no real end then an action or proposition cannot
very well be judged by reference to scienfific values because it lies
outside the logico-experimental field where alone science can
operate, e.g. "When St. Thomas (Aquinas) asserts that angel
speaks to angel, he sets up a relation between things about which
the person keeping strictly to experience can say nothing. The
case is the same when the argument is elaborated logically and
one or more inferences are drawn. St Thomas is not content
with his mere assertion; he is eager to prove it, and says: 'Since
one angel can express to another angel the concept in his mind,
and since the person who has a concept. in his mind can expr~ss
it to another at will, it follows that one angel may speak to
another'. Experimental science can find no fault with the argument.
It lies altogether outside .itsprovince2".
. '

.

.,Pareto is aware of the fact that frpm' the standpoint of formal
logic the' validity, of premises i~ irrelevant,,~il that is required being
sound reasoning fDoIIl ~he premises.. . However, he chooses to speak
of thought and action as logical when they are in accord wi th
reality and are adapted to the end at which they aim and as non
logical when they are not, from the point of view of science, in
such accord nor so adapted,
I~very social phenomenon may be considered under two aspects:
as it is in reality, and as it presents itself to the mind of this or
that human being. The first aspect we shall call o\>jective, the
second ~Eje~t~.Such,a division is necessary for we cannot put

1.

Idem, p. 78.

2.

Idem, p. 289.
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in one same class the operations performed by a chemist in his
laboratory and ,the operations performed by a person practising
magic; the conduct of Greeksai16rs in plying their oars to drive,
their ship over the water and the sacrifices they offered to Poseidon
to make sure' ofasafe and rapid voyage. In Rome the Laws ,of
the XII Tables punished anyone casting a spell on a harvest. We
choose to distinguish:such an act from the act of burning a fie~d
of grain. .
'
"We must not be misled by-the names we give. to the,twp
classes. In reality both aresubje~;~,1.ve, for all human knowledge 'is
subjective. Th~y are to be distinl5'~:;~ed not so much by any,
difference in nature as in view; of ,~.e grea,ter or lesser fund of
factual knowledge that we ourselves have. We know, or'tlUnk we
know, that sacrifices to Poseidon have no effect whatsoever upon
a voyage. We therefore distinguish them from other acts which
(to our best knowledge, at least) are capable of having such an
effect. If at some future time we were to discover that we have
been mistaken, that sacrifices to Poseidon are very influential in
securing a favourable voyage, we should have to reclassify them
with actions capable of such influence. All that of 'course ispleo
nastic. It amounts to saying that when a persoh makes a
classification, he does so according to the knowledge he has. One
cannot imagine how things could be otherwise.
"There are 'actions that are means appropriate to ends and which
logically link means ,with ends. 'There are other actions in which
those traits are missing.~e two sorts of conduct are very diff
erentaccording as they are co~sidered under their objective or
their subjective aspect. ' From the subjective point of view nearly
all human actions belong to the logical class. In the eyes of the
Greek mariners sacrifices to Poseidon and rowing with oars were
equally logical meansofnav~tion. To avoid verbosities which
could only prove annoying, we had better give names to these
types of conduct. Suppose, w~ apply the term' 1_OzMLaJ....__~CUQ~6 to
actions that logically conjoin means to ends not only from the
standpoint of the subject performing them, but from the standpoint
of other persons who have a more extensive knowledge - in <Stoar
words, to actions that are logical both subjectively and objectively
in the sense just explained. Other actions we' shall call DQ1J._~l.Q£Q&~J.
(by no means the same as 'illogical' )'l!'.
Besides asking (1) whether a belief is scientifically valid
('objective aspect') we may also ask (2) why do certain individuals
assert the belief and others accept it ('subjective aspect') and (3)
what advantage or disadvantage has the belief for the person who
states it, for the person who accepts it, and for society as a
whole (, aspect of utility' •) Like many other wri ters(Mill, James,
Vaihinger, Sorel, etc.), Pareto emphasizes that an objectively
valid belief may not be 'socially useful or have utility for the
individual who holds it. A doctrine which is absurd from the
logico-experimental standpoint may be socially beneficial and a
scientifically established doctrine may be detrimental to society •.
1.

Mem, pp. 76-77.
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Indeed Pareto states it as his aim to demonstrate "experimentally the
individual and social utility of non-logical.conduct1 ".
How does non-logical behaviour gain acceptance among people
capable of logical behaviour? Why do people b~liev~ in foolish~'
doctrines? Tylorand Frazer say it is because they reason erron
eously from correct observations. Levy-Bruhl says it is because
they passively accept collective p~tterns of thought in the society
into which they are born. According to Pareto the .answer is found
in their psychio states expressed in residues, the six classeS of
which have been ennumerated. As Pareto does not pay great attention
to the last four classes of residues we will transcribe the sub.
divisions of the first two classes only •
. CLASS I.
INSTINCT FOR COMBINATIONS.
1 a.

Generic combinations.

1 b.

Combinations of similars or opposites.
1 b (2)

Generic liken~ss or oppositeness.
UnUsual things and exceptional ocburrences.

1 b (3)

Objects and occurrences inspiring awe or terror.

1 b (4)

Felicitous state associated with good things;
infelicitous state, with bad.
Assimilation: physical consumption of substan
ces to get effects of associable, and more ra
rely of opposite, character.

1 b (1)

1 b (5)

1 c

Mysterious workings of certain things; myster
ious effects of certain acts.

1 c (1) .

Mysterious operations in general.

1 c (2)

Mysteriouslinkings of names and things.

1 d

.Need for combining residues •.

1 e

Need for logical developments~

1 f

Faith in the efficacy of combinations.
l' .

CLASS II.
. GROUP - PERSISTENCES (PERSISTENCE- OF AGGRE.GATES)

11 a (1)

Persistence of relattons between a person and
other persons and placeEi.•
Relationships of family and kindred groups.

11 a (2)

Relations with

11 a

1.

l.q~, p.
~~,

35. See

p~aces.

also Pareto' 6 ~te.....m.Y:t1l~ Vtl'_tui§.t.~_J~:Ll£l._l-it't~~~

Paris, 1911.
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11 a

(3)

Relationships of social class.
. Persistence of relations between the
living and the dead.

il b
11 c

Persistence of relations between~ dead person
and the tllings that. belonged to him in life. ..

11 d·

Persistence of abstractions •

11 e

.. Persistence o,f uniformities.

11 f

Sentiments transformed into objective realities.

11 g

Personifications.

11 h

Need of new ~bstractions.l

This classification will strike the reader as being a number of
arbitrary, haphazard, categories, but it is only fair to an author to
try to discover the meaning behind his~rds so we will give one
illustration of each sub-division of Classil and seek in these for
an interpretation of 'residues'.
1 .. a·

fl·

g~~~~ic Co~binatiQ~~~ Example: Pliny gives as remedies for
epilepsy "bears' testicle's, wild boars' testicles, wild boars' urine
(which is more effective when allowed to evaporate in the animals'
bladder); hog's testicles· dried, triturated, and beaten in sow's milk;
hares' lungs taken with frankincense and white wine 2n.. (This re- ..
sidue comprises those magical aseociations of which Tylor says
that they either never had rational sense or if they once had rati
onal sense it has been forgotten, i.e. we can perceive no ideal lijk·
between the diseases and the drugs intended to cure them).

9gm..Q..i.n~ti~l±ll...Ql_~ini 1a.,rp_ .9X. _9-PPQ~.;t.lee;l.i.. q.~llez:i.c_1J~_@p..eJ~LQ!' .

QIDlQ.g.ten.~ss.

These. are. the principles of .~imiJia. si.miUb~Q.. C.P.r~Atu~ and
Example: The 'Witch. in Theocri tUB says "Del
phis (her lover) has tormente9 me •. A laurel-branch 1 burn upon
De1phis •. Even as this crackles aloud when it is kind1ed,and burns
in a flash so that not even its ashes do we see, sO may the flesh
of Delphis be consumed by the fire •••••••Even as I melt the
wax with the help of a God,. so may Delphis the Myndian be· likewise
melted with love; and as I ,turn thisrhomb of bronze , so may he
(Delphis) be turned by Aphrodite towards my threshold3".
9~E_~!,tg·.;'a_.. ~_<?:rl't..:r_~:ri_ts.

.

(This residue comprises associations~ ideas in magic of which
Tylor wrote and which are analysed at length by Frazer and clas
sed by him as'.( 'Homoephathic magic ' ) •

1.

~,pp.

2.

t~,

p. 522.

3·

Ig~m,

p. 533.

516-517.
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1 b (2) •

.!!J:!~!!~~J~hi~~_ an~._~p_~~J_o~~1"':.9_C!9urr~~g~~. Example: Suetonicus
records that, "Once upon a time a thunderbolt fell on the walls
of Velitrae (Vellitri), and that incident was taken as a presage that
a citizen of that city was to hold supreme power. Strong in that
faith the Velitrians made war on the Romans, but with little suc
cess. -Not till years later did it become manifest that the presage
had foretold the advent of Augustus,' who came of a family of
Velitrae l ". (This residue inclUdes omens and portents).
1 b (3).

. Ob~e.c..t~La~u.rr~~~in§1U.J'~D~e .g.ru:l..1.err..Q.r... Example:
"This residue appears almost always by itself in certain situations
of which the following is typical. Speaking of the Cataline affair,
Sallust relates, ~~llJ.:Y!LQ1'.rti.J.i~l:l.e, XXII: ''!'here were those at the
time who said that after Catiline had finished his address he pres
sed his comrades in crime to take an oath,and passed around
bowls of human blood mixed with wine, whereof after they all
had tasted, with imprecations upon traitors, as is the custom in
solemn sacrifices, he made known his design to them, saying that
he had done as he had to the end that each having such a great···crime
to-~the charge ct the other, they would be the less likely
to betray one another.
Some hold that these and many other
stories were invented by certain individuals who thought to miti
gate the unpopularity that later arose against Cicero by stressing
the enormity of the crime of the men who had been punishe~'.
"Whether this story be true or a fabrication, the fact of the asso
ciation'of two terrible things remains: a dri~ing of human blood
and a conspiracy to destroy the Roman Repul:>lic ".
1 b (4).
F.~J;i.9!.0~§~~ate .a,S9-9.9JEl ~!:LmlLgQ~hi~~!!.t.~!ici tous stai~,
~.!.!h..~~9.. Example: "The ancient Roinans .credi ted the gods wi th the

successes of their republic. Modern peoples attribute their econo
mic betterment to corrupt, ignorant, altogether contemptible parlia
ments. Under the old monarchy in Francethek1ng part90k of the .
divine. When something bad occurted t people said: 'if the King
only knew'. Now therepul:>lic and universal suffrage ~e the divi
nities, Wniversal s1,lffrage, the' t:.aiSter of us all' •. SUch the slogalf'
of our Deputies and Senators who are elected b~ the votes of. people
who believe' in the dogma, "Ni Dieu,' Ni M~tre! "'.3 .

__~~A:l.~1atl&~!_."?..hY;;:i,c.~± ..CL().~§_~E.-t;:!:9_~.~f_.f;~'Q~

tanc.~_s~~g __ ~~_~if~c t~_o f

aSES.oci.a..1;>J._e.1-£itl.~.lI.!.Qr.~_ raI.~~;r_Qf ().l?PQ!?i~~ I . .Qll_~~~t~z:.

Example: "In view
eland· considering the strength, courage, and fleetness of foot
of Achilles, some were pleased to assume that in his childhood he had
been fed on marrow from the bones of lions and otheISspeeified bear's
marrow and the viscera of lions and of wild boars4". (This residue

1.
2.

J.Mm.., p.54l.
l.WmJ, pp. 552-553.

3.

IQgm, p. 558.

4.

l.P&m, p. 561.
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corresponds to Frazer's category of "Contagious magic").
1

c.

,~¥_S~~!:iO~~Y10:r.~!~~,0f ._~~ini1'!~.n&.9..L_rUi~ t~r.;iotttL~J.§..<t1;§

,£tt-s~.r.LaiJ:!1ci:t§.

This residue figures in amulets, oaths,'
ordeaJ,.s, and taboos.
'
"

1,0. (1) •

.11~stID,Qy"§....9J?~rlil_Umlf;L.ln.~n~r.~l. Example: "According to
Tertullian "Amorig the heathen there is a'dreadful thing called
the f.~~gi~~",'the'spel11, which comes as the unfortunate result
of excessive praise and glory. This we sometimes believe to be
the work of the Devil, because he hates whatever is good,
sometimes the work of God, for of Him comes jUdgement on pride
in an exalting of the lowly and a humbling of the haughtyl.".
1 c. (2).

Mysterious 1inkings of names and things. Example: St.
da.ys',' to wit, in siXe,
2
did God finish his handiwork ".
Augusti.ne~ 'says-ll'fii"i-perfe'ct'''numbe"rof

1 d.

tf~~$!..f9X••s..Q!!L~riiJl,g«.~~s.iq:u~§. , Example: "The human being is
10th to dissever faith from experience; he wants a completed whole
free from discordant notes. For long centuries Christians believed
that their scriptures contained nothing a~ variance with historical
or scientific experiences. Some of them have now abandoned that
opinion as regards, the ~atura1 sciences but cling to it as regards
history. Others are willing to drop the Bible, as science and his
tory, but insist on keeping at least its morality. Still others ~i11
have a much-desired accord, if not literally, at least allegorically,
by dint of ingenious interpretations. The Moslems are convinced
that all mankind can know is contained in the'Koran. The authority
of Homer was sovereign for the ancient Greeks. For certain
Socialists the authority of Marx is, or a,t least was, just as supreme.
No end offe1icitpus sentiments, are harmonised in a melodious
whole in the Holy'Progress and the Holy De~oeracy 6f modern
peoples3".
1 e.

..

,~~e~ ..fp.z:_JQ.g!9"a1 ..lt~,Y.fL!,Qm~I),t,~. , ' "Th,e dElman~ for logic is satis
fied by pseUdo-logic as well as by rigorous logic • At' bottom
' ,', " '
what people want 1s to think-it matters little whether the thinking
be sound or fallacious •.•• We should not forget that if this in
sistence on haVing causes at all costs, be they real or imaginary,
has been responsible for many imaginary causes, it has also ~ed

::ldem, pp. :572-573.
2. .Idem, p.586•

L

3·

~,

p.588-589.

~.}
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to the discovery of real ones. As regards residues, experimental
science, theology, metaphysics, fatuous speculations as to the ori
gins and the purposes of things, have a common point of depar
ture: a resolve, namely, ~Q.~ to stop with the last known cause of
the known fact, but to go beyo~d it, argue from it, find or imagine
something beyond that limit. Savage peoples have no use for the
metaphysical speCUlations of civilized countries,but they are also
strangers to civilized scientific activity; and if one were to assOrt
that but for theology, and metaphysics,experimenta1 science would
not even exist, one could not easily be confuted. Those three
kinds of activity are probably manifestations of one same psychic
state on the extinction of which they would vanish simultane
ous1yi".
Example: None is specially cited but the entire collection
of derivations afterwards enumerated by Pareto exemplify this
residue.
1 f.
r~_th in t1).e efficac~ cQ!!1bina tion~.
Example: "Speaking in
general, the ignorant man is guided by faith in the efficacy of com
binations, a faith which is kept alive by the fact that many combina
tions are really effective, but which none the less arises spontaneously
within him, as may be seen in the child that amuses itself by trying
the strangest combinations. The ignorant person distinguishes little
if at all between effective and ineffective combinations. He bets
on lottery numbers according to his dreams just as confidently as he
goes to the railroad station at the time designated in the time-table.
He thinks it quite as natural to consult the faith-curer or the quaok
as to consult the most expert physician. Cato the Elder hands out
magical remedies and directions, for farming with the same assurance 2 ".

Pareto does not consider that logical actions are to be distingui
shed from non-logical actions on psychological grounds. "If a per
son is convinced that to be sure of a good voyage he must sacrifice
to Poseidon and sail in a sbip that does not leak, he will perform the
sacrifice and caulk his seams in exactly the same spirit3".
It is not entirely clear what Pareto means by residues. Evidently
he knew very 1itt1eIBycho10gy and preferred to be as vague as possible
at this end of his study. His critics and disciples do not enlighten
us about residues. Borkenau says that the concept has the qualities
of being unchangeable, meaningless, and unintel1igib1e~ Sorokin says
that they are relatively co'nstant "drives" which are neither instincts
nor sentiments. He compares them, among other things, to 'dispositions'
and 'complexes '5. Bousquet says that they are certain tendencies, certain
sentiments 6 •

1. I.d.e.nl. pp.
2.

:w.m.

5~O-591.

pp. 593-594.

3. Idem. p.
4. Borkenau,

210.
Ope Q~t.,

p. 48.

5. Sorokin, Q~~.t p. 48.
6. Bousquet,op. cit., p. 135.

!'"
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I interpret his writings like HoMans and Curtis who describe
residues a.8 the common element in "certain utterances and wri-'
tings", as an abstraction. from "the obs,erved sayings, of men". Ne
verthe:).ess, in their exposition they prefer to apply i;b.e term also
to certain hypothetical sentiments. They say "Strictly, they (resi
dues) are not parts of a conceptual scheme, but uniformities ab
stracted from the observed sayings of men. Common-sense, however,
has set up a conceptual scheme which in our habits of thought is
So closely joined with observations that it is inconvenient to
separate them. We all opserve that we say and do certain things,
but we all feel as well that we have 6entim~nts conoected with
these sayings and doings. Therefore the word 'residues' will be'
used to mean 'sentiments'. For it is not worth while to sacrifice
the directness of the language of common-sense fo,r the sake of a
consistent rigourl ".
"
Pareto himself often speakaof 'sentimen\' instead of 'residue~
In an address at Lausanne he said, "L'activite humaine a deux bran
ches principales: celle du sentiment et celle des recherches exp~ri
mentales. On ne saurait exag~rer l'importance de la premiere.
C'est
,
le sentiment qui pousse a. l'action, qui donne la vie aux regles de
la morale, ,au devouement, aux religions, sous toutes leurs formes
si complexes et si varides. C'est par l'aspiratio~ l'ideal que
subsistent et progressent les societ/s humaines. Mais la second branche
est aussi essentielle ~our ces sociates; elle fournit la mati~re que
met en oeuvre la premiere; nous lui devons les connaissances qui ren
dent efficacea l'action et d'utilea modific,ations du sentiment, ~ce
auxquelles il s'adapte peu ~ peu tr~s lentement, il est vrai,aux
'
conditions de l'ambiant.
~ .

a

Toutes les sciences, les naturelles comme les sociales, ont ou~ ~
leur origine, un m~lange de sentiments et d'exp'riences. 11 a fallu
des siecles pour op~rerune s6paration de ces elements, laquelle,~
notre epoque, est presque entterement accomplie pour lessci~nces
naturelles et qui a co~ence et se'poursuit pour lessciences so
ciales 2".
,But Pareto uses the word 'sentiment' only as a useful concept
and not as something which can be observed. Though he often
speaks of sentiments and residues as though they were interchan
geable teFms'$n his scheme they strictly refer~oquite'di~tinct
things.' ,We observ~. that men~ct in certain ,ways' in certain situa
tions and we find that there is a common facto,r in their beha
viour. This const8.l\telement in the)epaviour-pa.tt~ni~is' ,theresi;' ,
dUe, and is thei~portant variable in a complex of r~al behaviour. " ,,',
What isincons~ant are the derivations which are the uni~portant variable
in the complex. The residues and the derivations are therefore
observed facts and the sentiment ,is a conceptualization of the facts,
i.e. iathe facts translated into a aystemofideaa.
We can best understand Pareto's scheme by quoting examples.
We see that certain insects (Eumenes and Cer2l!) prepare a food
supply for their worms and that"air'members'-or the'se species pre:'
pare it in very much the same way. What is variable in their beha
viour is a derivation. 3 What is common to all insects of thespeoies
1.

2.
3.

Homans and C~tis, An IntrodUction to Pareto. His Socioloil.Pp.87-89.
Journal d'Economi& Politique, 1917. pages 426~. '(Quote4 as appendix
to Homans and Curtis, An Introduction to Pareto. His Sociology.
To Conform to Paretran usage one should say it is analogous to der1ya:tion§
because he does not consider der~yat~Qns to occur in animal behaviour.
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is a residue;i,.e. what remains after all variations have been. abstra
cted (it is the purest type of non-logiaa1 action' and belongs to Genus
3 in Pareto's synoptic scheme). 'We conceptualize'this'common.
behaviour and 'call it instinct. We do 'this for 'OUr 'own convenience.
Simil~rly it is convenient to speak of an instinct for nestbuilding
in birds since it obstructs thought if we haYealways to describe
the whole range of like beh~viour for which the word 'instinct'
stands in a conceptual scheme. Those who do not like' the word
may 6ubsti tute for i't the behaviour. When we sepak 6f instinct we
make no statement about the psychophysiological action that may
accompany, or even cause, behaYiour, but we speak of observed
behaviour alone.
The word 'sentiment' is used in the same'manner. A residue
is what is constant in a range of behaviour, i.e. it is a constant
uniformity. An observer notes that in England people react in
certain situations to certain symbols such as 'King' and 'Union
Jack'. Herostracts from their behaviour what is Constant in
individuals and ceremonies. This is the residue. It isa pure
abstraction because it will not be observed except in combination
with the variable elements in real behaviour but it is observable
behaviour none the, less. For sake of convenience we refer to the
residue as the 'sentiment of patriotism' and we say tmat the beha
viour both expresses~nd strengthens the sentiment. This hypo
thetical entity denotes a psychological state and therefore may not
refer to anything observable and deseribable but it is useful because
it enables us to relate a great number of 'facts to one another in
the same way as the notion of graVitation enabled people to relate
falling apples, the motion of the planets, and many other'observa
tions,to one another.
Pareto finds in his survey of literature that in many countries
and times when a storm arises at sea people do something to
quell it~ They may make magic, or pray to the GodS, or do some
thing else. Exactly what they do is, from his point of view, irre
levant. That they feel something can be done to qUiet the storm
and that they do this something, are the important facts. Men have
always feasted but many different reasons 'are given for their banquei~.
"Banquets in,honour of the dead become banquets in honour of the Gods, and
then again banqUets in hortour of sains; and then finally they go back and
become ,merely commemoratfveba!iquets again. ;'Forms: cali ,be changed, but i t
is much more ,difdcuJ,t to; s"uppr'ess""the banque',ts. :\jrie,fly (and therefore not
very exactly) one migllt say,that"& r,eligious dus.tom o'r a custom of that
general character offers a less resistence to change, 'the 'farther
removed it stands from its residues in simpleassociatiorisof ideas and
acts, and the larg~proportion it contains of theological, metaphysical,
or logical conceptsl"'I'he banquet is the residue; the reason for holding
it is the derivation. But it is no special kind of banquet but simply
the act of banqueting at all times and in all places that is Pareto's
residue.

1.

Pareto, !he M1nd and SOQiety., p. 607 •

.:;
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I will give two final examples to . illustrate Pareto's use of
'residue' and 'sentiment'.
CONCEPTUAL PLANE
.§~ti.m.e1it

A

OBSERVATIONAL PLANE.
Beaidue
a.

Real BehayiQyr •
abc.
....,;ade.

afg.
ahi.
Let us take a hypothetical African people who in drought per
form a ceremony to make ra1n.Theirr~tes are abc. Christian"
missionaries convert them and now when they want to make rain
they go into a church and the minister prays for rain. These
Christian rites = ade. The people, however, become converted
to Islam and adopt new rites to obtain rain., namelyarg. Later
they relapse into paganism. again but having forgotten their ancient.
rites of rain-making borrow those of a neighbouring' people, nam
ely ahi., When we compare all these rites we find they have a
common element, a, in that in the situation of drought a ceremony
is held to obtain rain, and there may be common elements in the
rites themselves e.g. prayers to a Divinity and so forth. 'However,
in real situations these common elements are always found with
the other and variable elements. The residue is an abstraetion from
these real situations. Those who find tbat it helps them to under- ,
stand the facts better by saying that this African people.he,ve a,
social sentiment, A, in regard to rain 'and account for the constant
behaviour they observe by ~ttribqting it. to the sentiment are in no
danger so long as they realise what they are doing, i.e. 'that they'
are merely conceptualizing the residue.
'
We need not have taken an hypothetical African tribe. Let us
take abc = Christianity, ade = Islam, afg = HindUism, ahi =
Christian science. The theologies and rites of thesereligio~ are
very different. Let us consider only one element in the complex,
namely, moral conduct. All.these·religions condemn adultery, theft~
murder,incest, etc., and the peoples in tho~esocieties,where the
religions hold sway express horrorcat the breach of t~e mora],
code; the great majority observing it and punishing those who
·break'it. Conduct is oonstant and uniform. 9nly the reasons
given for the conduct and theaanctions which are associated with
it differ in many particulars. ,This is an observable fact. Those
who"like to conceptualize· it by referring to religious sentimants
are,at liberty to do so.
From what has been said about ,'residues' the meaning Pareto
attacheS to 'derivations' will be apparent. Strictly derivations are
relatively inconstant elements ina rangepf behaviour. In the above
diagram they are b, c, d, e, f, g, .h, i. But Pa~eto generally uses
the term to denote what are often called ideologies or speech-rea
ctions, i.e. the reasons men give for doing things. He thus con~
trasts the sentiment and the acti.onwhich, expresses:i t with tbe
explanation men advance to justify their action. He recognizes, ho
wever, that sentiments are expressed in both action and ideologies
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because men not only have a need for action but also a need for
inteJl.ectua1iZ1ng their actions, though whether by sound or absurd
arguments matters little. What is done and said need have no di
rect relation to a sentiment but they satisfy needs for action and
intellectual justification.
Pareto saw the sentiment, the behaviour, and the ideology as exi
sting in a functional relationship. The behaviour and the ideology
are derivatives of the sentiment and of these two the relatively con
stant behaviour is the more importan,t variable.
Above all Pareto objected, like Durkheim, LCtvy-Bruhl, and many
other writers, to theories that i~~ret behaviour by reference to
the reasons that men give to explain it. He severely criticises Spen
cer and Tylor for suggesting that primitive peoples argued logically
from observation of phenomena that souls and ghosts must
exist and that they instituted a cult of the dead in consequence of
their logical conclusions. Likewise he criticised Fustel de Coulan
ges for saying that from the religion of the hearth human beings
learned to appropriate the soil and on their religion based their
ti tle to the soil. Pareto remarks that religion and ownership of land
are likely to have developed side by side. Coulanges further said
that,the family, which by religion and duty remained grouped around
its altar became fixed to the soil like the altar itself. Pareto com
ments that what obViously happened was that certain people came
to live in separate fantlies fixed to the soil and one of the mani
festations of this mode of life was a certain kind of religion which
in its turn 'reacted on the mode of life and contributed towards
keeping the families separate and fixed to the soil. The relation
ship is not a simple cause-effect relationship but one of reciprocal
interdependence. Family.life, cult, and system of beliefs, interact
on one another and strengthen one another.
Nevertheless, although ideologies may react on sentiments it is the
sentiments 'that are basic and durable. A particular ideology may
change but the sentiment that gave rise to it will remain and ,an
entirely different ideology may take the place of the previous one.
In fact the same residue may give rise to apposed derivations, e.g•. the
sex residue maybe expressed in a violent hatred of all sex m~nifestations.
Therefore the derivations are· always dependent on the residue and
not it on them~· It is a one-sided functional relationship.
H9spital~ty is Universal so· ~hat when the Greeks said that, a man
must be hospitable to'strangers because· "StrangelBs and b~ggars .
come from Zeus" we: can leave Zeus out of. consideration. The
Greeks "were merely voicing their inclination'to be hospitable to
visitors, and Zeus was dragged in to give a logical colouring to .
the custom, by implying that the hospitality was offered either in
reverence for Zeus, or to avoid the· punishment that Zeus held in
. store for violators of the precept" l • Other peoples give different
re~onsfor hospitality but all insist on the hospitality.
The giving
of hospitality is the residue; the reason for .giving it is the deriva
tion. The feelings and the behaviour to which they give rise are

1.

Opo cit. p. 215.
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the important things. .The reasons for the behaviour do not mat
ter. Almost any reason will serve thepurpQse equally well, and,
,therefore even if a man can.be oonvinced that his reasons for doing
something he is very desirous of doing are erroneo~s he is unli-.
kely to oease his action but will rather look for a, new set of rea
sons to justify his oonduot.
Hence Pareto, unexpeotedly, quotes
Herbert Spencer with approval when he says that not ideas but fee~
lings, to which ideas serve only as a. guide, govern the world •

. I will now note some oomments' on, and crit'ioisms of., Pareto's
theories about :re'sidues and derivaiions. In harmony' with'. the .dif
fuse and disjointed structure of'the book I will not. attempt gene
ral criticism but will isolate a number of points'fc;>r rema.rk. I se
lect particularly those problems that are relevant to a study of pri
mitive mentality.
(1) Pareto like Tylor, Frazer, and Le;vy-Bruhl, employed a
faulty comparative method. He took beliefs from here, there and
everywhere', and fitted them into his theoretical mosaio. What
I have said elsewhere5 in criticism of this way of wri ting applies .
also to Pareto's treatise~
1. OR.

ell.

p. 569.

2. J2lh..~,. p. 143.

3. _OR. ,cit. p.1183.
4. .QD.~.t. p. 660.
5. "The Intellectualist Interpretation of Magic" and "Levy-Bruhl's theory
of Primitive Mentality", .,~H.U~t1-n. of t~e...Fa9.ul:t.l 9J....AU~-' Egyptian
University 1933,1934. L-Reprinted in J.A.S.O. Vol.lV., No.3, Vol.l
No.2.J
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(2) Pareto had this advantage over contemporaryanthropolo
gista: he did not have to rely on what travellers and missionaries
said about savage superstitions. By restricting his field to classical
and poat-classicaltimes in European countries he was able to
use what the natives themselves said about their beliefs. His main
texts were Greek and Roman and mediaeval books.

(3) He had a further advantage in that he was in a sense a
fieldworker. it is true that he took all his data from books and
newspapers and also that he made a study of ideologies rather
than behaviour. But his life was not spent' in the study and the
walls of a college were not the limits of his experience. In his
early life he had been a practical man of affairs and had learnt by
observation that there are wide differences between what men say
are their aims and what they really want to do. Nevertheless, he
could, as a rule, only indirectly apply his observattns of human
behaviour to interpret his data. Hesiod, Plato, Suetonious, and
Aristotle, cannot be cross-examined and we cannot do field-work
among the ancient Greeks.
(4) I have criticized Frazer, for comparing the scientist in mo
dern Europe with the magician and priest in savage and barbarous
societies, and LdvY-Bruhl for comparing the modes of thought of
an educated European in the 20th century with the beliefs of pri
mitive peoples. Pareto does not make this mistake. He intends
to study the part played by logical, and the part played by non
logical, thought and behaviour side by side, and in interaction, in
the same culture. His intention was excellent. In fact, however,
he does not adhere to this plan. He writes at great length about
fallacious beliefs and irrational behaviour but he tells us very little
about common-sense beliefs and empirical behaviour. Therefore
just as L'vy-Bruhl leaves us with the impression of savages who
are continuously engaged in ritual and under the dominance of·
mystlcalbeliefs so Pareto gives us a picture of Europeans at all
periods of their history at the mercy of sentiments expressed in
a vast variety of absurd notions and actions. If Pareto for civilized
peoples, and L6vy·Bruhl for savages, had given us a detailed account
of their real life during an ordinary day we would be able to
jUdge whether their non-logical behaviour is as qualit~t1vely and
quantitatively important ssthe writers' ,selective methods would lead
usto suppose. Actually, I would contend, non-logical con
duct plays a relatively minor part in the behaviour of either primi-,
tive 'or civilized'men and is relatively of minor importance.
(5) Pareto's work is an amusing commentary on Ikvy~Bruhl books.
Levy-Bruhl has wrDten several volumes to prove that savages are pre
logical in contrast to Europeans who ,are logicaL Pareto has written
several volumes to prove, that Europeans 'are non-logical. It would
therefore seem that no one 'is mainly 'controlled by reason any
where or at any epoch. The sitUation is yet more ,amusing when
we remember that Levy-Bruhl excused hj'fl1Self from describing
,
the characteristics of civilized mentality on the grounds that an
cient and modern savants have adequately defined· .them... F.orPareto
bases his contention that civilized thought is primarily non-logical
on the writings of these same savants. l
.
1. Op.,- J. L. Myres "The Methods of Magic and of Science", f..QJJslQ!..E!, vol.
36 1925. For his magical data Prof. Myres does not find it necessary to
.go further than the writings of his anthropological oolleagues.
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(6) Indeed one of the reasons why I have chosen to analyse
Pareto's treatise is to bring out the fact that a study of unscienti
fic thought and ritual behaviour cannot be restrided to primitive
societies but must b~ extended to civilized societies also. He al
lows to common-sense notions and empirical behaviour about as
much place ia Greek, Roman,andmodern European communities
as Lavy-Bruhl allows them in central Kfrican, Chinese~ a~d North
American Indian communities. He admits that perhaps people are
a little more reasonable than they used to be, but soHittle more
that it is scarcely to be observed. Our diagram to illustrate Pareto's
viewsis therefore thus:.
.
Later periods of history.

I
I

I
I

Earlier periods of history.

..

Logico
experimentaL

Non-logico
experimental.

The relation of the logico-experimental field to the non-logico
experimental field is fairly constant throughout history. Also by
his analysis of human behaviour and his classification of it i~to
residual categories Pareto establishes sociological uniformities that
may serve as units of comparison.· If his analysis is correct it would
aee~disadvantageous to maintain studies of primitive so
cieties and of civilized societies as separate disciplines as is the
present scientific policy.

u

(7) Another reason why I devote so much space toa conside
ration of Pareto's writings is because he emphasizes~the need for
a clear distinction between logico-experimental thought and beha
viour and other forms of thought and behaviour and in doing so
raises questions. of terminology Which, had· they been earlier consi
dered, would have prevented much confusion in social anthropol
ogy. Pareto's division of thought into two categories, the logico
experimental and the non-logico-experi~~ntalis excellent and is
necessary if weare going to investigate the part played by logico
experimental thought in society. .
But it must be remembered, firstly, that ,our classificaul is
never absolute since it is always relative 'to present-day knowledge, and,
secondly, that it tells us nothing about thepaychological and socio
logical qualities of the facts under investigation. It tells us only
whether a propo~ion is valid, whether an inference from it is
sound, and whether behaviour based upon it is adapted to the end
towards which it is directed. It is possible that from the 1081co
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experimental view-point two propositions, A and B, may be placed
in opposite categories whereas from the psychologieal or socio
logical view-points they may be placed in the same oategory.
Pareto unde~stands that facts must, be classified according to the
point of view of the observer and that the classifioationof one
observer will therefore be different from the classification of another
observer. Th1O.).}' points out that the logico-experimental and the
non-logioo-experimental actions of Greek sailors are psychologically
the same.
But Pareto's terminology is not acceptable because his non-log!
co-experimental category does not really tell us about the validity
of inferences from propositions but only about the validity of the
propositions themselves. ' Levy-Bruhl saw that primitive thought is
coherent and that savages make valid inferences from propositions
even thOUgh the propositions are not in acc~rd with experience
but are dictated by culture and are contained in beliefs that are
demonstrably false from a logico-experimental standpoint. It is
unfortunate, therefore, that he ohose to speak of primitive notions
as prelogical because we then have to talk about prelogical logic
which is very inconvenient. Pareto, more clearly than L~vy-Bruhl,
has stated that human thought and actions are in logical accord
with propositions but when the propositions are invalid he calls
them non-logical. This creates an even worse terminological mUd
dle for we have then to speak of non-logical logic.
Levy-Bruhl and Pareto both wanted to make the Bame point and
both used the same cumbrous terminology. In science the validity
of premises and the logical co-ordination of propositions are
everything and the scientist aims always and above all to test his
thought by observation and experiment and to avoid contradiction
between his propos.tions. Outside the field of science a man does
not trouble himself whether thought is based on observanon and
experiUlent and is not seriously inconvenienced by contrl,:'.1ict~ be
tween his propositions.
He aims always and above all to ensure
that his notions and conduct shall be in accord with sentiments
and if he can achieve that end their scientific value, and to some
extent their logical value, are of little importance. A savage sees
an ill-omened bird and abandons'his journey to avoid misfortune.
His conduct is in accord with a socially determined proposition.
He does not consider whether it i~ experimentally sound because
for him the experimental proof is contained in the proposition. A
train is wrecked. Some people at once say that communists have
wrecked it. That communists could, not have been responsible
and that it would have been entirely against their interests to have
wrecked the train, are irrelevant to such people. They hate com
munists. A train has been wrecked. Therefore the communists are
responsible.
Sentiments are superior todbservation and experiment and dic
tate to them everywhere save in the laboratories of science.
What have logico-experimental methods to do with the feelings of
a lover, a patriot, a father, a devout Christian, and a communist?
A lover is notoriously blind to what is evident to everyone else.
What is sense to a communist is nonsense to other people. Fo~
in these realms our judgements are made to accord with sentiments
and not with observations.

'.
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Feelings cannot be logical or otherwise and sentiments are out
side the domain of science. But when they are expressed in
words the proposlions can be classed from the point of view of
formal logic into logical and illogical statements, and from the point
of view of science into valid and invalid statemerna.
Logical reasoning may be unscientific since it is based on in
valid premises. It is therefore desirable to distinguish between
science and logic. Science is understood ~n the sense given to .
the word by most scientific wtiters on the subject, e.g. Mach, Pe
arson, and Poincare. Scientific notions are those which accord
with objective reality both with regard to the validity of their pre
mises and to the inferenceS drawn from their propositions. Uns
cientific notions are those wh~ch are invalid either in. their premi
ses or in the inferences drawn from them. Logical notions are
those in which according to the rules of thought inferences would
be true were the premises true, the truth of the premises being
irrelevant. Illogical notions are those in which inferences would
not be true even were the premises tr.ue, the truth of the premises
again being irrelevant.
Much confusion that has arisen by use of such terms asnon
logical and pre-logical will be avoided by maintaining a distin
ction between logical and scientific. In making pots all grit must
be removed from the clay or the pots will break. A pot has
broken during firing •.' This is probably due to grit. Let us examine
the pot and see if this is the cause. That is logical and scientific·
. thought. Sickness is due to witchcraft. A man is sick. Let us
consult the oracles to discover who is the witch responsible.
That is logical and unscientific thought.

(8) Pareto makes his writing unnecessarily difficult to follow
by speaking of actions as 'well as speech as logical and non-lo
gical. What he means is that actins can be based on scientific
ally valid propositions or scientifically invalid propositions. If a
man shoots another through the heart it stops beating and dies.
Acting on this proposition A shoots B through the heart. This is
what Pareto calls a logical actin. If a man makes magic against
another he dies. Acting on this proposition A makes lethal magic
against B. This is what Pareto calls a non-logical action. It will be
more convenient to call the one an experimental, and the o~her a
non-experimental, action since the one is from the viewpoint of
observer well adapted to achieve the end aimed at whereas the
other is ill-adapted.
Problems of terminology become more difficult when we leave
the technological plane' and begin· to discuss . behaviour on the moral
plane. In this review, however, we may use Pareto's device of
contrasting experience with sentiment, science with morals, for I
attempt only to expound Pareto's scheme and not to propound a
scheme of my own. Like Levy-Bruhl he defin~d scientific thought
and moral (mystical, non-logico-experimental) thought in the
rough and showed that there is a real sociological task to per
form in unravelling/and in tracing the development of, their
interrelations. Like L~vy-Bruhl, he left. detailed analysis to
others.
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(9) Pareto's referenoe to sentiment was dangerous. Too often
we see him falling into the pit prepared for those who seek to
explain behaviour in psychological terms by attributing it to sen
timents, needs, dispositions, and so forth. They observe a range
of behaviour with a common objective and say that there is a sen
timent or instinct that produc68 the behaviour. They then explain
the behaviour by reference to the sentiment or instinct they have
hypothesized from the behaviour. Men act in a certain way towards
their country's flag. It is assumed from this that there is a senti
ment of patriotism and the behaviour is them explained by saying
that it springs from a sentiment of patriotism.
Nevertheless in fairness to Pareto it must be admitted that he
perceived a basic, perhaps the basic, problem in sociology, and
realised that only inductive methods of research will solve it. If
different societies are to be compared then it is essential to strip be
haviour of its variable characters and to reveal its uniformities, i.e.
to reduce observed behaviour to abstractions which will serve as
units of comparison. And who would deny that in all societies
there is a range of simple and uniform modes of behaviour, call
them sentiments orresidues, or participations, or merely X, for
else how could we, as Pareto asks, so easily understand the
speech and behaviour of savages and men of earlier times?
(10) There is a great similarity between Levy-Bruhl's cQaective
representations and Pareto's derivatinns, and between L~vy-Bruhl's
mystical participations and Pareto's residues. The main theoretical
difference between them is that L~vy-Bruhl regarded the facts as
socially determined and thus accounted for acceptance of belief by
generality, transmission, and compulsion, whereas Pareto regarded
them as psychologioally determined and explained themqy senti
ments and other somewhat mysterious psychological drives. In
any society we find a large'number of collective representations
(derivations) organized into a system. When we analyse them
by comparison and remove what is not common to all societies
we find a residue of simple modes of behaviour powerfully char
ged with emotion, e.g those classified by Pareto as group-persis
tences: relations of family and kin, relations with places, relations
between the living and the dead, and so forth. These relations
are what L~vy-Bruhl(.alls mystical participations. Any occurence
is at once,as Levy-Brubl puts it, interpreted in terms of the
collective representations, and as Pareto puts it in terms of the
derivations. The thoUght of men is organized not so much by
the logic of science as by the logic of collective representations or
the logic of sentiments, and an action or statement must accord with
the representations, or sentiments, rather than with experience. It
is only in the technological field that science has gained ground
from sentiment in modern societies. Hence our difficulty in under
standing much of
primitive magic while we readily appreciate most
of their other notions since they accord with sentiments we
ourselves possess for "Derivations vary, the residue endures".
(11) Anothe:-.'cardinal problem perceived by Pareto is the
relatton between individual psychology and culture. Indeed the
treatment of this problem is perhaps the best part of his thesis.
There are 111 Bll:·individuals certain psychological traits and in any
society there are psychological types and these traits and types
will manifest themselves in culture regardless of its particular forms.

\..
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The sex instinct manifests itself in every society and if it is
prohibited in one mode of expression it will manifest itself in
another. A dominan* and ambitious man will seek power by all
means and at all costs whether he is born in China or Peru;
whether he.enters the army, the church, the law, or academic life;
whether fDr the moment he expresses his ambitions in the idiom
of socialism or conservatism. For,individuals are not entirgy
conditiomdby culture but only limited by it and always seek to
exploit it in their own interests. Thus a moral ideology may be
acknowledged by all men but often they twist it till it serves their
interests even though it is contradicted in the process and'one
man quotes as authority, for his actions what another quotes as
authority for condemning them. In any situation a man will select
from social doctrine what is of advantage to him and will exclude
the rest, or will interpret a doctrine in the manner which suits
his interests best. Christian teachings are supposed to determine
human behaviour but what often happens in fact is that men
control Christian dogma selecting from its doctrines what pays
them and excluding the rest, or interpreting what eonflicts with
their actions so that it seems to support them.
(12) Finally, I will draw attention to Pareto's methodology
which wa~ sound even if his employment of it was often unsatis
factory. It may be summed up in two. statements, (~) In a real
situation we have to consider certain factors and neglect others if
we are going to obtain scientific results.
Science dealS always
with abstractions in this manner and allows for distortion until it
can be corrected by further stUdy of the neglected factors. Thus
Pareto decided to pay no attention to environmental, historical,
racial,and other, factors that oondition social life but to study only
the interrelations of psychological facts with one another and, to
some extent, with economic changes and- biological variations, (b)
He tried to make a functional study of these facts by noting uni
formities and interdepenceroiss between them. He expressed con
tempt for people who seek to discover the origin of things both'
in terms of development and in terms of diffusion. Indeed one of
the chief weaknesses of his book is that his exclusive interest in
functional relationships of a psychological kind led him to neglect
a stUdy of cultural development and cultural variations which alone
enable functional relationships to be established.

t'

(13) There are many points in Paretois rambling account· about
which criticism might be levelled again$him.I have mentioned
only a few and have rather sought to ~mphasize his contributions
than his shortcomings and to remark upon those ideas which can
be compared with the ideas of writers about primitive peoples
and those which lead to important sociological problems. I would
make it clear that I do not consider Pareto's contributions to so
ciology of great importance. What is valuable in his writings is
commonplace in comparative sociology. None the less he is a
useful SUbject for treatment in an history of theories of primitive
mentality.
E.E. Evans-Pritchard.
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'Nor No Witchcraft Charm Thee! '
In his article, 'Two Styles in the Study of Witchcraft' (1973),
Crick mentioned three recent publications (ed. Gluckman 1972; ed.
Douglas 1970; Mair 1969) as examples of the style hecondemned~
Even Douglas, suggesting that 'As far as witchcraft studies are
concerned, the field is opento anyone who cares to enter it'(1970:
xxxvi), seemS to imply that'witchcraft' shoUld continue as an
isolable subject for comparative study. A£ter making some pertinent
and down to earth bemarks about this point of view, Crick proceeded
to lay out a series of id~as which were indicative of the direction he
would like,to see anthropology adVance. With regatds to his alternative
style, Crick might be correct in predicting that some will find his
paper wholly unsavoury and metaphysical. It is to be regretted if his
image of an articUlated moral space 'is considered by few, but this may
be because he kept his discussion to the abstract and offered no
evidence to substantiate his claim that witchcraft can be lost in a
'shared conceptual and m1ral space'. No doubt he envisages a wider
application of his scheme than the dissolution of the theoretical concept
of witchcraft and the ~eal purpose of the paper was as a vector of certain
critical ideas. But to move on, he would chance leaving witchcraft bobbing
in his wake. First, he should relate his work to ethnography, thereby
attending to a point implicit in his paper, that the conceptual categories
of another culture must,be eXhaustively examined before our distinctions
are imposed on them. For as he says, "We can never be sure exaclily how
odd our own categories of thought are" (1973:21).
Sharing this sentiment, I have selected the ethnography of a particular
society, the Ko.nkomba, for close examination. This should exemplify the
risks of entering fieldwork with certain anthropological notions which have
the power to predetermine what will be found to a remarkable degree. Whereas
Crick's omcern was to dissolve witchcraft in a larger conoeptual framework,
my more pragmatic approach is to show how witchcraft can beguile the
ethnographer.
'
In fact it is sorcery that has been reported among the Knnkomba, but,
as Turner emphasised ten years ago (1964), we can now assume that there is
no useful distinction to be made between sorcery and witchcraft to any
other than the ethnographic level.' Even there, its appearance must make
us suspect the diffusion of Zande ide~s, (by routes that we can plot with
the accura~y of aeroplane schedUles).
In terms of Saussure's chess
analogy, attempts to discriminate ~etween witches and sorcerers seem like
exacting comparisons, sometimes even oppositions,between bishops andNlights
(and in some cases, between king's pawn and queer1s). What we really need
is kno\'!ledge of all the pieces on 'the board, what Crick calls the 'person
field' •
,

.

.

The Konkoml:!a are a Ghanaian people who speak a language belonging to
the Gurma group of tm Voltaic family. Their segmentary lineage sy.stem
has been described by Tait in Tribes ,Wj.thout RUlers (eds. M:idileton & Tait 1958:
168-202). For our purposes, it is sufficient to know that they are made up
of a number of distinct tribes, each consisting of several clans, the largest
autonomous units of social control. Clans ofene tribe are linked by ritual
and other relationships and will come together in the event of inter-tribal
fighting. Tribes never unite.
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Inbis paper on KoI1komba sorcery, Tai tenumerates the possible
ways a sorcerer (osuo ) Can attack. 'l'he two riQin forms he distinguishes
are the use of med'i"Cines (suoanjol5); andtransvection ,whereby the
sorcerer tlies by night tohia \Ti.ctimin the form of a moving light
, called ,suon,mi,'sorcerer-fire'(1967: 156). ,Inaddi~ion, a sorcerer
may setl,d snakes to lie, in the path of the victim or send his shadow
to' eat that of. the vi()ti.m, but, these techrliques are rarely enip1oyed.
From another, though'less detailed, murce, there is general oo~boration
ofthase, features (Froelich et a1 1963: 1,57); but ~lst Froelich talks
loosely :of sorcerers who .kill by eating the souls of t.1'eir viCtims
.
.(1949:163), Tait emphasi$esthat att~ckbysuQanJog is far nore feareq
and that:, greater prece,utio;ns are taken against itsadnli.nistration. I '.
shall be returning to suoanjo~ liter~
.
..
.

,

Tai t :l.so~tedthree , general beliefs about mrcerers: .
.

'

'",

1. T.hat anyone can be a sorderer, sorcery is not related to descent;

ii.

"u .. ~hatsorcerersattackanyone.
for the. sheer joy of destruction.

They are evil andat.taok

i i i . On. the other hand, it is also believed that sorcerers dlaY

kill in o~det 'to inherit from an older' person and that men'
Dl(lY e.ven kill in order to inherit wives,. goods, and status,
and siaters kill their older sisters in order to inherit
goods,·i (1956a:338)~'
.

I.

The first' two general be1ief~ made Tate suppose that 'patterns of
sorcery-accusation:;,: would be random, ,the third, that accusations would
fall within the. family (ibid: 340). But,on analysing the twenty cases
known to him, he discovered, much to his 'cons~rnatio:il, that '
If. o • • accusations seem to be made by the older unmarried men ei tqer
against young women married ' into a minor lineage other than the accuser's
but of the same major lineage, or against the husbands of such women" (ibid
:339).
.
. , , '
:

.

.

Taking into aCCQunt that" for a Konkomba, status and authorl ty are '
~cquired only upon marriage and that, as polygyny, is practi$ed, the men
ma,r:rY ra~her1a.te, Ta;i:t :explai:nshis findings by concluding that,

"The accusationsllIade 'by men against the yo~g women married
into their major lineage can, be regarded as an eXpression of hostility
" between the in-grt\up and' ,the out ;"group. , The accusatio'ns by yo,,:,-ng
,
men against their se~iors can, be regarded as an expression of
hostility towards men wbo exercise oomeauthority,arepossibly wealthy
in. cattle, an.d who, at ,the Same time, are ootyetsenior en,o'ugh to
enjoy the privileges and ri tua1 protecti.on of e1derhood" (1%7: 167).
.

. !

.

,

.

So what have we really learnt abo\1t sorcery? Sorcery itself has
been discarded in. favour .of the readily observtib1e, the' quantifiable.
sorcery-:accusations; and the appa.'rently incon'sistent beliefs about sorcerers
have been skipped over. By this reductive process, the pro.b1em has
. become that of eliciting the patterns of sorcery-accusation (in terms of
the social structure), then relating these patterns to the social structure.
Inevitably, a relationship is found and this is then eXplained in crude
functional terms. This procedure is in accordance with Tait t S maxim
that.
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"It is now well established that accusations of witchoraft
and sorcery tend to be directed within the framework of
the social structure" (1956a: 337).
This t~utologouspoint of view is characteristic of the approach of the
British structural-fUnctionaliets of the 19;o's and early 1960's and still
prevails. Its appearance suggests that Tait's perception of Konkomba
sorcery and the way he directed his research might have been influenced
more by the prevailing theories of witchcraft, derived from a misreading
of Evan-Pritchardts Azande bopk and Kluckhohn, than by his own experiences
in the field. Fortunately, it may be possible to test the validity of
this thought as, though he subscribed to such a mechanistic type of
approach, Teitseems to have sensed its limitations and, in his writings,
he has supplied rich and varied details, both ethnographic and linguistic.
With these, it may be possible to attempt a construction of a clearer
picture of the location of 'sorcery' in Konkomba thought.
The following oan be split into three sections. The first seeks to
show that Tait wrongly translates ~ as 'sorcerer', and that this leads
to his inability to make sense of sorcery beliefs. By examining linguistic
ma'erial, it can be shown that osUb is a generic term which refers to those
who make a conscious choice to ~ize the powers of 'evil', specified by
a central moral distinction which contraposes what may be best translated
as 'good' and 'evil'. With the elimination of the false category of
sorcery, it is pamible to see this moral distinction at work. We can then
discern relationships between semantic systems, built upon a moral dimension,
which has previously been obsoured. To exemplify this, the two following
sections explore the semantic fields of beer and kola and theirinterpen
etration through their common reference to the moral dimension. Beer and
kola have been chosen because they are the principal media in which suoanjog
are secreted.

..
(,

So 1 shall first examine the available linguistic data concerning the
word 'os4b'. Though Tait has made some extremely valuable notes about this
word (~a) he invariably translates it as 'sorcerer'. However, osGo is
an unusual word in several respects. Here are two points concerning its
morphology. First, it ends in a nasalized diphthong and this is rare
among Konkomba nouna~ Those that do so have a ritual or magical significance.
Second, there are two plural forms, besaom and iSUb •. Besuom indicates that
it belongs to the concord class that has '0-' and 'be-' as the singular
and plural prefixes, and in particular, it belongs to the subclass which
comprises solely nouns applicable to human beings (e.g. 'man', 'woman',
'chief', td1:viner t , etc). On the other hand, the class with '0-' and 'i-' as
the singular and plural prefi,xes consists of ariimals·., Included in this
class are 'onamu, inamu', an animal which is dangerous in life and death,
and '0 tuwe ,. i tuwe t, a one-legged, one-armed spirit 0 f .the bush. Ano ther
feature of osuo is that were-animals,'were-plants, inamu,ituwe and benekpib
(dangerous spirits of the bush) can all be called osGe •.
Already, here is enough evidence to discredit the unqualified translation
of 'osilo' as 'sorcerer'.
Mor~over, Tait admits that
"There is no noun that can properly be translated as 'sorcery'" (11 :."
1967: 155).

..
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It would appear that this category of beliefs and actions
labelled 'Konkornba Sorcery'was indeed an import and may have
misled Tait into directing his research along the narrowing lines
of sCI'cery-accusation. But, to continue,
" .... there is. a word kesuo, which refers to a class
of phenomena that are evil, a class to which the
activities of sorcerers belong" . (Ibid.).
Again, by a change in'prefixi~he word has shifted to another
concord class, andagainit$ meanings are severai, ranging from
suoanjog, sorcerer's medicine, to, morEl genetally,'something bad!
.or 'eVil'. In this class, the word has. a more abstract quality
than the other two forms which seem to refer to what may be
crudely glossed as 'user of evil'.
.

..

. There are two words, ken,jaa and onjaa, which appear to be
conceptual counterparts of kesub and osue.· Onjaa can be used
to describe a good or worthy· person a~d kenjaaisbest translated
as a· "good thing' or just' goqd I . The crucial distinction between
keSU'oand~, and also between kenjaa andonjaa, is, I believe,
the element ofchoioe.Forinstance, kestio is frequently used as
a synonym of suoanjog, and sGOan.iog is made from the exuvlaof
dead bodies- therefore it is inhez:ently bad. On the other hand,
a man eats suoan 0
" ••• in order to gain power as a sorcerer
Cosuo.1" Ibid: 166), and he does this of his own free will.
Moreover, whereas kesuo and ken,iaa are.mutually exclusive and fixed,
the transformations of ~ into onjaa,and vice versa, are possible.
What we are dealing with is thus a moral dimension. Theforces
of 'good' (~~pjaa) and 'evil' (~~~Q) are absolute; and to achieve
one's objectives a conscious choice is made as to which shall be
drawn upon•..
This can be further illustrated by the word
Tait gives three meanings for his word.

'p~~~~~ip.'.

i."Seniorpersons or lineage elders"; ii. "ancestors
or ancestorspirits"iiii. "spirits of the bush
(probably,spirits of evil ance$tors) " (1953).
Recalling that Tai tmentioned, 'spirits of the b,llS11' ~ being
referred to as ~, we can see that t~e benekpib of Tait's
gloss 'spirits of ancestors' become osuo by the simple addition
of the adjective 'evil'. However, if certain beliefs about
benekpib (third meaning) are examined, further elaborations are
uncovered.
Spirits of·the bush cause mental, stress in adolescents. To
overcome them,.it'is necessary to perform rites called the
'catching of the spirits'. These may last 2-3 years before
suffering 1s,alllilviated~ By invoking the forees of good, the
victim is able to control the benekpibwho are now friendly
. arid act in a sort of advisorY capacity towards their fonner victim.
Tait actually says tha~ the spirits are now kenjaa as opposed to
keeuo (ibid: 16), and it is certainly true that from the vie1llpoint
of the adolescents, they now represent 'good' instead of the 'bad'.
As for the benekpib themselves, they have been transformed
from beauom into benjaa and can take their place with the 'good'
ancestors and the living elders.
In passing, it seems worth mentioning that there is no evidence
of a plural form of onjaa, !njaa, which like iauo, would refer
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to animals. This might simply signify that it is only by
resorting to the forces of evil that the human status of a man
can come into question.

Tait tells us that the two principal ways in which the sorcerer's
medicine, or rather sUOanjo6, can be transmitted are in beer and in
a kala-nut (1967: 156-7). To understand why this should be so, the
place of beer and kola in the Konkomba world must be examined. It
should become apparent that the substitution of the idea of
Konkomba sorcery by the kesub-kenjaa moral dimension not only
facilitates this task, but is crucial if we are to comprehend the
fit between parts of a system·which otherwise would seem arbitrary
and fortuitous.
Let us begin by thinking about beer. In reading the principal
sources on Konkomba material - Cornevin,Cardinall,·Froelich and Tait
- one is struck by the frequency with which they refer to beer. However,
it is not an everyday drink, but one that is brewed for particular,
thOUgh numerous, occasions. Work parties are provided with beer, it
is an essential component of funerals and Konkomba ritual, and most
people at Konkomba markets are there to share beer with friends
rather than to trade. In every instance, beer emerges as a symbol
of friendship or solidarity; it is kenjM, a 'good thing',
par excellence.
In discussing interpersonal relationships, Tait (~961: Ch XI) stresses
the importance of, and the value which is placed upon, voluntary
friendship relations which cut across the structure of the lineage
system. Konkomba are hostile towards strangers and this category
includes all those who :;re not rmmbers of the cleA, or clans,
putatively linked by agnation. Friendship ties transcend these
limits and help obviate recourse to violence between clans.
Friendships and the mutual obligati1::r.s they entail are not entered
into lightly:
" ••. in any lengthy rite that requires a heavy
expenditure in foodstuffs and beer, material help
is given between friends. Any man who is celebrating,
for example, the Second Burial of his father, receives
perhaps the bulk of the beer he distributes from his
friends rather than from his agnate~" (ibid: 215).
This passage continues
"Since all the Second Burial rites of a clan are ':,
carried out simultaneously, clearly clansmen cannot
help eaoh other. Themate~ial help comes therefore
from matrilateral kin and from friends."
Tait is implying that friends supply beer because clansmen are unable
to. However, the interest lies not in the genesis of this custom; it
is sufficient to note the identification of beer with friendship.
Friends are beer-givers, and ~-veraa.
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At another level of the social structure, an analagous
relationship to pers~nal friendship can be perceived between clans
of the same tribe. There are two major links between clans, the
parent/filial rel~tion $nd the reciprocal relationship of being
ritual partners (mantotib).
The latter is formed at a rite to
end feuding between two clans of the same tribe. Called
Bi sub kedza, 'They bury the. fight'., or Bi sub tibwar, I They bury
the~rd6', it was first reoorded by Sir AianiCardinall in 1918.
The essential details he gives are in accord with thOSe observed
by Tait in the 1950's (ibid: 147). In brief, ·the e.lders of the
two feuding clans meet with thoseof.a third. Libations and
sacrifices' are made, w~rds are uttered, then'
"Theceremony.is 'completed and piteau L-beerJ is freely
drunk, both villages fraternising and drinking out of the same
calabash at the same time" (Cardinall 1918: 50-1).
In all ri tual, beer appears ae both libation and in communal
drinking; for instancet the New Food Rites,which take the following
form. They open with the ritual drinking of beer, the elders
drinking two at a time from ore calabash. Libations are then made
while the names of ancestors are called. Next, sacrifices are
performed, followed by further libations, then general sharing
of beer •. Tait notes that libations occur at Van Genaep's etat de
saparation' and '~tat d'agr6gation'. Froelich has transcribed in
French the following, which waS chanted dUring the 'etatde marge'
of a New Food Rite. Significantly, he reports that such a rite is
called 'La f€ t e de la nouvelle biere'.

.

.

"Woumb~r L-GodJ, protect us, give us abundant harvests,
keep away fever and sicknesses of ,the head,l enable us
to drink beer without any hitch, make our seeds good
and fertile" (1954: 221, my trans.).
In this passage, we find a clue to the importance of beer in Konkcmba,
thought and the suggestion that there is no real difference between
the use of beer by men, lineages or clans. For to share beer is to
make oneself vulnerable. It places a person in a liminal situation
and is an expression of trust. By entering a relationship tha~
entails the sharing of beer,oneis exposing oneself to constant
danger from that quarter. There is theever-pre~ent risk of drinking
beer that has been spiked with stfoanj9~ and thus transformed from
the category of kenjaa to that ofkes§o. Furthermore, beer is
invariably drunk from a cal~bash. Not that this is surprising, but
it so happens that calabashes symbolize uogwin, a word which may be
translated as the spirit or soul of an individual as it is described
as ·"that which God gives a man" (Tait 1961: 137). To drink from one
calabash, therefore, expresses the bond, between the drinkers. The
calabash signifies the shared soul or spirit of the participants, a
soul filled wi th kenjaa, beer.· Yet the beer' might be contaminated or
. the sould cBvoured by an osuo.The danger is great and the meaning of
the act of sharing the' beer enhanced.,
.
It is now possible to view libation, not as another category
of events in which beer is used, but as an extension of these same
ideas to the relationship between men/lineages/clans and ancestors/
spirits/God. Libation only appears different to the anthropologist
because one party is inoorporeal.
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Kola is a nut which is chewed extensively in West Africa
for its stimulative properties. Like tea and coffee, kola contains
caffeine.
Apart from kola in the context of sorcery, there is little
mention of its use among the Konkomba in the literature. That it
was bought from traders and chewed by Konkomba can be inferred from
a few references to it in Tait' s work. We may suppose that the
paucity of data concerning kola reflects its exclusion from their
ritual, but, as I hope to show~ this fact may be of importance in
itself. To the Visiting anthropologist observing its everyday use,
it would not appear to have much significance, no more than the
drinking of Coca-Cola in his own society. In fact Taitrecommends
that ". •• i f you are tired and thirsty, stick to the excellent
kola..nut" (1956b: 77). As a carrier for sG'6anj06, he says this of
kola:
"The kola-nut splits down the middle. Sorcerer's
medicine can be put into this split and so passed
to the victim. The Konkomba do not eat kola-nuts
given to them by strangers. They accept the nut,
thank the giver, and,later, throw it away" (1967: 157).
In order to appreciate the association between kola and suoanjog
in Konkomba thought, it is necessary to understand what kola means
to them. This is nowhere expressly stated, but certain insights may
be gained by looking at their relationship with their neighbours,
the DaE!~mba.
The Konkomba have suffered two series of invasions from the
mounted Dagomba, first in the 13th-14th centuries and later in the
16th century. These were part of the general spread of the Mole
Dagbane-speaking peoples. The Konkomba eventually found refuge in
their present homeland which was unsuitable for the Dagomba cavalry.
However, there was no clear boundary between them, and the Dagomba
made frequent ruds to obtain slaves for their annual tribute to the
Ashanti (Tait 1955b; Froelich et al 1963).
Serious fighting between the two peoples has now ceased, but
the mutual hostility has remained and the distinction between them
is still strong. Indirect Rule enabled Dagomba chiefs to appoint
Konkomba sub-chiefs in the Konkomba area but their influence has been
minimal. The traditional elders have retained their authority, and
the Konkomba still despise the Dagomba and" guard against their
intrusion. This is not to say that there is no contact between them.
The Konkomba markets have for long attracted Yoruba and Hausatraders,
and Mossi butchers and weavers. Konkombaland lies on 'the overland
trade-routes Which lead from the kola-producing areas of Ashanti to
Kano. Of late, the markets have grown in importance and the traders
who now come to bUy in bulk are mainly Dagomba. Nevertheless, it is
6ignif~cant that, according to their geneal,ogies and myths of origin,
time began for the Konkomba with the 16th century Dagomba invasions.
For them, the Dagomba have remained their archetypal eneli las, and they
have always resisted the Dagomba way of life as they have Dagomba rule.
Though the threa~ is no longer of violent invasion, the Konkomba now
have to guard against moral subversion and loss of ident-ity through
the incursion of Dagomba values.

..
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An important difference is that the Dagomba are Moslems,
whereas th~ Konkomb~ never have been. Trimingham selects their
insusceptibility to Islam as a distinguishing feature of Voltaic
'peoples (G~ language group) (19.59: 1.5). Interestingly t he has
'~lsonoted an.iqentif;ication commonly observed between Islam
and kola (ibid: 198 -9, 1.56n). 'Kola has an important ceremonial
function in West African life and frequently replaces beer in
ritual, as is the case among the Dagomba (Rattray 19,,2: 463).
It al,so forms part of Dagomba marriage payments. In addition,
kola nuts were formally presented to officials and lesser chiefs
by the NaB (Paramount Chiefs). At his death, a similar
distribUtion of kola 11.0 uld be made on behalf of the !:!!:. and
some would be received by mallams for reading verses from the
.Qur'sm. When the new ~ waseilstooled, he would give kola to
the chiefs w~o would serve him (ibid: 460, .570, 573, 580, 586).
We can thus infer that among any other meanings kola might have
for the Dagomba, to accept kola was a sign of subservience in
certain contexts, and kola was also symbolic of the Dagomba
Islamic beliefs as ~pposed to ~eer and paganism. '

..

That kola does not. appear in Konkomba ritual probably
reflects the fact that it is not indigenous. It could not have
entered, the KonkombEl. universe until foreign traders had begun
to visit the markets. As Dagomba started to dominate the market
trade, so Konkomba were faced with a problem of how to maintain
this desirable trade whilst continuing to resist the Dagomba threat.
In res~lving this quandary, they accept kola from a stranger so
as not to insult him, thereby establishing a trading relationship.
Later, they throw it Srlay as a revoc~tion of the possible connotations
of their acceptance, i.e. sUbservience.
'
The Konkomba. rationalize this action by terming kola a
possible carrier of suoanj06, in other words, badness, and in
particular,the badness~l1ey assooiate with Dagomba. Yet they
accept kola from Konkomba friends and relations. I don't think
that this is contradictory. It is only in a context where the
giVing of kola could be taken as a symbol of superioIi.ty that
it is thrown away. Among the Konkomba, power and authority are
prescribed and inevitable and do not have to be asserted. The
threat of suoanj06 remains though, but as Tait's patterns of
sorcery-accusation have shown, it is those, or the wives of those,
who enjoy more wealth, power and statue than they should in the
eyes of the accuser, who are the candidates for sorcery-accusation.
Moreover, the accusations come from the men who feel they are
lacking the status they deserve, i.e. the older, unmarried men.
WQat ~ hQpe this exegesis has achieved is to dissolve the
category of Konkomba.sorcery. The particular beliefs and ,practices
which approximate to the anthropological concept of sorcery are
not a group at all, but have been severed from an expressive
system, built around and reaching out from a moral dimension which
co&traposes the forces of good and evil in Konkomba society.
The extensions of the metaphorical use of kola and the metaphorical
use of beer over a range of phenomena are facilitated by the
grouping of the phenomena through their mutual association with
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this moral dimension. Kola enters as a nexus petween two semantic
systems, Dagomba and Konkomba; beer, as a metonym for special kinds
of relationships which are entered into out of choice and are kenjaa.
However, it should not be thought that suoanjGS necessarily conveys
the same. meaning in beer and kola. In kola, it tends to emphasise
the dangers from the outside, epitomized by the Dagomba; whereas in
beer, it is the dangers from the inside, from those in whom trust
has been placed, though the extent to which this is so depends chiefly
on context, and the possible conceptual range in each case would
appear to be the same.
Ethnography shOUld aim at expressing native conceptual structures
as accurately as possible, for it is the foundation of our theory.
Before theory is fed back into fieldwork, it must be exhaustively
tested in order to seek out tho se a priori assumptions which may
distort interpretations of the field material. Witchcraft is such a
notion and its limitations as an interpretative frame1NOrk are apparent
in Tait's writingsc' By labelling events that have a dim family
resemblance to our image of witchcraft, derived from our ow cultural
experience, we run the risk of obscuring, or even excluding, those
connections between different realities, Which, being outside or
out of phase with our own conceptual boundaries, are the ones that
should be concerning us
An approach like that advocated by Crick,
broader in scope and more systematic in application, would seem to
offer greater potential. Certainly, Konkomba sorcery can be lost
in a 'shared conceptual and moral space' and a system of person
categories, one of Crick's primary articulations of moral space';
emerges from the linguistic evidence. Osuo takes its place with 'man',
'woman', 'diviner', 'chief', etc. and alOO""W:t th a group of supernatural
animals, though the material is insufficient to attempt a more complete
construction. As for his other articulation of moral space, that of
'action and evaluation conoepts', we have uncovered a central moral
distinction in Konkomba conception which serves as an important
. :parameter in the structuring of their universe and from which certain
actions- for instance, libation or the sharing of kola - derive
their meaning.
Q

David Pri ce •
,.

I

Note:
1. 'Sickm:eseeOfthe head', (o!'~.jl.~ les maux de t~te) refers to
the mental stress in adolescents caused by the spiri. tsof the bush
mentioned earlier.
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Can there be an anthropology of children?

A reply

I am spurred to action by the article in J.A.S.Oo, vol. IV,
No.2, 1973 by Charlotte Hardman. She poses a question in her title,
and repeats it at the end in the form: "Should there not then be an
anthropology of children?" My short answer to both questions is "yes".
The long answer"occupies the rest of this article, which is not intended
as a rebuttal of Hardman's thesis nor as the basis for a bitter
confrontation, as my agreement with her questions clearly indicates,
but rather as a IOOdification and to B)me extent a critique of her position.
Let me begin with a brief description of the way I see the problems
she has raised. It will help if I start with a single-sentence autobio
graphy. I stUdied social and physical anthropology (at UoC.L.) from
1956-59, rhesus monkeys and chimpanzees from 1959-68, and human school
children from 1968-now;I intend to go on studying human schoolchildren-_
for at least the next three years. As a result of this hybrid background
there can, for me, never be a social anthropology of young children (in the
sense of a comprehensive explanation of why they do, say and think what
they do) along the same lines as there can be and is a social anthropology
of adults. Nor is the reason that children are 'immature' adults (in which
case one might expect a sort of social anthropology of immaturity); I fully
accept Hardman's view (derived mainly from her observations at Sto Barnabas
School playground, Oxford and the work of the Opies) that there is a very
real sense in which one can talk of a 'children's subculture' or something
like that in which there are ideas, rules, values and so on that belong
strictly to the children and aren't part of or prior to (except in the
obvious temporal sense) the adult world of meaning, and so on.
The problem as I see it is anot her one, and is essen ti ally a develop
mental one. In a nutshell it is as follows:- the infant is born in an
extremely animal-like state, with a number of behavioural capacities known
in the medical literature as 'reflexes' (for a listing and description of
these see Illingworth 1972). It developes socially during the first year
in close association with the mother (or mother substitute) and its
interactions with her are non-verbal and based on a number of non-verbal
processes involving oral, tactile, Visual, auditory and olfactory processeso
These processes have been studied b~ ethologists and others (e.g. Wolff
1963). As time goes by the infant both continues to interact with the
mother, father and peers on a non-verbal basis, and ala::> to develop cul
tural, msaning-laden actnns, a consciousness of itself and of others,
pre-occupations with appropriateness and with the definition of social
si tuations, most of all this being linguistically mediatedo What interests
me is how this set of transi tions from animal-like beginnings to uniquely
human endings comes about in the early years. Thus the problem presented
by Charlotte Hardman's paper is that she has come into middle childhood
(the age of her children isn't specified but I understand it to have been
6-11 years) arl'Jled with an array of concepts from the history of social
anthropology and from the psychology of Piaget but has largely overlooked
the ethological literature on her subject, for instance two recent books,
Blurton"'Jones (ed) (1972) and McGrew (1972), plus a goodly number of paperS,
reference to which can be found in those books. Did she feel those works
were irr elevant? Can they possibly be i rrelevan t, dealing as the y do wi th
the social interactions of young children?
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Let me just give a few hints of the quality of the ethological
wri tings, so that readers can judge for themselves the intellectual and
linguistic distance between them and the kind 0 f descriptions found in
Hardman's article or the Opies' works. I'll start with a brief summary
of some of Blurton-Jones' findings in his earlier (1967) study.
The social environment he stUdied was a rather loose, unstructured
one, in a nursery school, hot unlike that studied by Hardrran, but his
age group 0-5 year'" olds) was lower than hers (6-11 year olds). He
found there were some friendships between children, rome rather submissive
children, but rto clear thierarcby'. Childrents behaviour to adults
depended on who the adults were. In' the case of the teacher, some
children stayed near her, showed her paintings they had done, etc., and
clung to her i f they got hurt. Others (called 'little nx>thers' by McGrew
1972) led a child who was in need of help to the teacher, often with one
hand behind the led child's back. Strangers were stared at,and shown
things. Responses to parents took two forms: either the child smiled,
ran to the parent and touched her (i t was usually the mothe r ), or the
child walked to the parent and gave her an object such as a painting.
A third, less frequent variety was to ignore the parent altogether.

...

In their relations with each other, Blurton-Jones described two
types, agonistic, and rough··and-tumble play. Agonistic (Le. fight/flight)
behaviour occurred mostly over objects. A 'beating I1IOvemen t', bringing
down the hand or fist on to a child, was common. Biting occurred,
especially in the case of girls. A 'fierce' expression, with lower teeth
bared and mouth corners down was interpreted as inhibited attack.
A
defeated child would scream, call for help, then weep with puckered
brows and a reddened face, staying immobile in one spot.. There was no
wrestling and punching in real quarrels.
'Roughr:and-tumble play', by con.trast, did include wrestling and
punching,and gave the appearance of violence and assault, especially to
adults. Facially it was quite different, since it went with an 'open
mouthed smile with teeth covered t, an expression similar to the . ",'
expression described by Van Hooff (1967) and 10ims (1967) as the play
face of chimpanzees and macaques. ,Alternati.onof roles, another feature
of primate play, was common in rough-and~tumble p19.y.
McGrew (1972) observed children aged 3-5 in two nursery schools, one
in Oxford and one in Edinburgh. In his book he compares his findings with
those hitherto published on behaviour in this age group, arid with rele
vant comparative data on nonhuman prima tes"
'
He found that, overall, most child-child interactions were dyadic:

81% in the case of agonistic behaviour, 91% in the case of non-agonistic
(friendly or neutral).. Thus it seems at this age children interact nearly
always with one other, and perhaps are not able to cope very often with
the greater complexi ty of triadic or multiple interactions. The mean
time of in teracticms was 12.9 seconds. Thus young pre-school children
seem incapable for the most part of engaging in prolonged interaction,
an ability that in most children would seem to develop at the primary
school stage. Boys formed all-male groups with a frequency greater than
could be attributed to chance, 1(Ihile this was hot true of girls. 31% of
all interactions involved the transmission or manipulation of an inanimate
object.
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McGrew, unlike Blurton-Jones, was able to rank his children
into a dominance rank order, on the basis of predictable wins/losses
in fights, especially over objects. The dominant boys were significantly
older, heavier and more nursery-experienced than the subordina.tes, but
were not taller or mare intelligent.
Among the more valuable contributions of 1"lcGrew's study was his
close analysis of the first 7 days' experience .::'! one of hi s nursery schools
by 8 children. They were observed from the moment they entered school,
usually with their mothers; all of the newcomers were aged 3, and there
were in addi tion 9 nursery-experienced chi ldren, aged 4, in the group.
McGrew observed the whole group at once for this study.
At the very outset behaviour was characterised by crying, slow
locomotion and an orientation towards the Teacher. Indications of
'social stress' or 'anxiety' such as digit sucking and automanipulation
were greatest at the outset but declined during the 7-day period. In
contrast,there was an increase in object struggles, and in aggressive
acts such .as 'push', the latter being more common in boys than girls.
Newcomers' behaviour after arrival was characteristically to suck
objects or their fingers, to look away from other children and avoid eye
contact, to move around with a sidling, shuffling, hesitalht gait. They
observed the activities of others intently, but declined offers to engage
in social in teraction or kept it brief. They avoided all boisterous
activi ty and any kind of competition. In most cases the.: voice was
quiet or silent but 3 children (all girls) were garrulous. In the case
of the silent majoritJlj, verbalisation increased subsequently, whereas in
the case of the three noisy girls it declined.
Some resident girls displaYed maternal attentiveness - a soothing
tone of voice when talking to a newcomer, tactile comforting e.g. holding
hands, or putting a hand on the back or an arm round the shoulders, or
patting or kissing. These were the "little mothers", one of whom was
aged 3, who made efforts to cheer up sad newcomers. Boys, by contrast,
seemed for the IOClst part indifferent to newcomers' tears or questions
like "When's mummy coming back?" It has been found in studies of rhesus
monkeys that juvenile females are more responsive to infants than juvenile
males.
We can note as primary features of the ethological descriptions
(a) their clear focus on observable, quantifiable and well-defined non
verbal actions, and (b) their zoo logical orlen tation, with an especial
tendency to refer to non-human primates for comparative purposes.
Despite the fact that there is an age difference between the 3-5 year
olds described by Blurton-Jones or McGrew and the 6-11 year olds described
by Hardman, the fact is that 6-11 year olds can be described in an ethological
way. But even were this not the case, 'the factremains that 3-5 year olds
do grow into 6-11 year olds and at that age a Hardman-type analysis shows
US a completely different world, SJ different that we seem to be confronted
by a different order of being. Yet I'm willing to bet that if Hardman had
studied either Blurton-Jones' or HcGrew's nursery school children she would
have found them expressing ideas, thinking and talking, in a younger but
essentially comparable way to that of her St. Barnabas children.

..
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In other words we have at least in part to do with a severe
contrast Of methods of study.
And second we have to do with a real development, the development
of the human organism.
Can we hope, even try, to synthesise .the methods, in order the
better to understand the development?

..

There ere precedents, of a sort. Certainly Piaget has tried to
build up an image of child development that starts from organic
principles and builds outwards in a sort of dialectical spiral that
moves between an organiedevelopment on the one hand and cont~ct·
with a sbructuralist idea~worldon the other over time. Piaget
however says:nothirtgabout non-verbal interaction, even less than
Charlotte'Hardman who does at least tell us that "I was soon made
aware thatthebio-physical environment constituted the main. '
equipment also for communication, as I later found out (p.95)".
What did she later find out, exactly?' It'·s not too clear, but it
seems to be that certain physical objects in the playground, plus
certain parts of the children's bodies "especially their arms,
fingers and feet all show immense potential for possible play. Each
objeot will acquire meaning or value through its relative posi tion
.
with other objects or the specific context" .•• liThe contexts which ..
define the meanings of the environment are the imaginary situations
agreed upon by the group." (pp.95-96)
Excellent! It seems that we have to deal with ju~t that stage
in development Where hits of the body and physical environment
are used for social communication, not in the 'animal' way but
rather in the uniquely human,meaning-laden way. That's just fine
as a description, and in so far as social anthropology is content
wi th description then it's fine social anthropology.' Also,· in sp
far as' social anthropology is concerned with explanation, i·f it's'
content with L~vi -StI'auss type structuralist explanation ,then ..
Charlotte Hardman has arrived; she's found her anthropology of
children and her question is answered. But I don't think anthropology
(and note that I say' anthropology'. not 'social anthropology',
and note too that Charlotte Hardman says 'anthropology', not
'sooial anthropology' in her title and last sentence) should or can
'. afford to restoontent with explanations that simply take people's
ideas, whether adults' or childl"en' s, and relate them on & to-fro
basis to the world of knowledge in· which they live. It's no great
trick to do this, al though it may be fashionable, or have been so.
There renlains the stubborn· fact, Which anthropologists by theseneration
have chosen to ignore or' demote to' irrelevance, that humans, chi.ldren .
and adults, are biological entities with nervous systems, eyes,
ears and 60 on.
Do ! then advOCate some sort of Robin Fox~Lionel Tiger approach,
by which I mean a consideration of man as a 'cultural animal',
a creature evolved and pre-programmed with a 'biogrammar' that
predisposes him to develop in certain directions,ooth in face-to..,
faoe interactions and in his social arrangements? (see e.g. Fox 19'7,'
Tiger and Fox 1966, 1972) • No, I don't, and I think an artie Ie such
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as Charlotte Hardman's is sufficient to dispose of most of the Tiger
Fox arguments, which seem to me (although for a while I myself was
attracted by them and even engaged in them) to be metaphorical,
un-productive of empirical research and too speculative for comfort.
Having lived with and thought about that approach for a few years I
have felt myself forced to reject i t or at least modify it drastically.
Charlotte Hardman's approach, however, is much more enlightening and
leads to a direct need for more empirical research and more theorising.
(Incidentally, she might be interested in a little piece of research
I recently did with Anrte Guest, on children's conceptions of the meaning
of Easter (Guest and Reynolds 1972)~.
But to return to the basic problem. What 0 f the complex and
skilfully worked out approach of Piaget to children's mental development?
Hardman writes "In certain other aspects Piaget is surprisingly anthro
pological in his approach, or rather he links with anthropology through
structuralism. He sees his own theory of cognitive structure as
intimately connected with Levi-Strauss' doctrine of the primacy of struoture
in social life, and like Levi-Strauss is seeking that conceptual structure
which lurks behind the social structure" (p.94)o ••• "We might perhaps link
the works of Piaget and LElvi-Struass as a means to understand ohild thought".
(p.95). An excellent idea, but it leads to certain problems which are
elucidated in an article to which Hardman does not refer, namely Howard
Gardner's recent paper "Structure and Development" (1973), which contains
a step-by-step comparison of themet~cds of and results achieved by Piaget
and Levi-Strauss.
So relevant is this artic.e to the issues here discussed that I
quote from it at length:
'Piaget poses a crucial question: "Le probl~e Central de tout struc
turalisme: les totali t~s par composition, sont elles composees de tout
temps, mais comment ou par qui, ou ont-elles ate d'abord (et sont-elles
toujours?) en voie de composition? Autrement dit, les structures
comportent-elles une formation ou ne connaissent-elles qu'une pr~formation
plus ou moins eternelle?" (Piaget 19(8).
'Here Piaget is challenging structuralism of the Levi-Strauss variety,
for he goes on to maintain that a full comprehension of the structure can
only result from the realisation that a structure is always in the process
of being formed and that one cannot understand the structure without ap
preciating the nature of its formation and its course of continuous transfor
mation and auto-regulation'
(Gardner 1973 p.56). And further on:
0

'Piaget's approach, then, involves a continuous dialectic between the
flux' biological processes and the fermal precision of structural models.oo
In a way suggestive of Idlvi-Strauss, the structures discerned are viewed as
intermediate between the nervous system and conscious behaviour.' (p.57).
Gardner goes on to compare and contrast Piaget and L~vi-StrMuss in
a number of respects, but note hi s comments on the developmental issue:
'Levi-Strauss is explicitly not concerned witho.othe manner in which, over
time, the individual member of the society acquires the cultural system
In his disregard of individual actions L~vi-Straus6's thoughts about
development are reflected in Ii very instructive way. Ikvi-Strauss believes
that the five-year-old in a society has already acquired the ways of thought
0

0

0
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of adults ••• (Piaget) scorns the kinds of a priori formulations about
the nature and quality of thought which Levi-Strauss finds attractive."

(p.58-59).

.

Gardner concludes: "This review of the two posi tions suggests that
the discrepancies between L~vi-Streuss and Piaget predominate. Yet
it is only because they are in many ways abse to one another that a
detail.ed.comparison is .even possib.le." (p.6o) •
.Gardner continues with a discussion of some of the work of
Jakob son , indicating that it might well provide a .bridge between
Piaget's developmentalism and Ifevi-Strauss' s structllI'alism. To go
into the details of this is not my intention, in any case Gardner's
article is in print. However I will just give'his conclusion: "Indeed,
combining the developmental perspective of Piaget and the structural
linguistic approach of Jakobson and L:evi-Strauss would seem a promising
step for students ot psychology and anthropology. It should bring into.
closer alignment those approaches which stress the sensory aspects in
relation to specific cultural codes, and those whichatress the active,
organising aspects in relation to the world of objects and persons."
(po66). Clearly, Gardner would feel that Hardman's> idea of combining
Piaget and L&vi-Strauss was a good one, and that the way to do it would
be via Jakobson.
As for my own comment at this stage,. I feel that there is here a
problem of extraordinary interest for anthropologists, but one which
needs widening out further than authors have hi tt,lez:to been prepared to
do. I want to see much more early non-verbal communication brought
into the developmental picture, and a concern among anthropologists
for a frame of reference that will do justice to the amazing transfor
mations involved in child development. And as if that alone were not
enough I want to see the actual underlying (neuro-) physiological
processes brought in as well •. I don't want to see a quiok jump into
genetic or para-genetic arguments or evolutionary rationalisations.
Just to arouse the reader't;lcur;iosity,let me end by saying
that my own current research concerns the estimation by biochemical;
means of thecatecholamtne content of children's urine. Children
like those studied by Charlotte Hardman. Why? Let us continue at
another time. But let us work together and not create artificial
barriers. If we do, children of all ages will have a right to laugh
at us.
.

v.

Reynolds.
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Bachelard's Epistemology and the History of the Sciences
The inter~st of Bachelard'sphilosophical position lies in its radical
and deliberate ~non-positivism{ especially in the anti "evolutionism of his
notion of the 'epistemological break' • The 'non-positivism' and anti- .
evolutionism are related to .the link he perceives between. epistemOlogy
and the actual practise of the history of the sciences; the radical
displacement undergone by epistemological problems is by virtue of this
uni ty. It is th e perception of thi is unity that links Bacheiard' s work
wi th that of his pupil, Canguilhem, and later, of IVIichel Foucault.
In' his (re)af:fi.rmation of the scientific character of Marx's
'Capi tal' Althusaer makes use of certain of Bache lard 's. episteIOOlogical
categories, notably the notion of epistemological 'rupture'. Bachelard's
approach to the philosophy of the sciences is analogous to Althusser's
- just as Althusser attempts to discover the effeots in philosophy of
the emergence of anew science, historical' materialism, Bachelard's project
is to elucidate the. effects in philosophy of the development of new
concepts "in the sciences. l Instead of finding a philosophical solution
to the "crisis' in a theory of knowledge Bachelard argues that the change
does not take place with the aid ofa new philosophy against the 01d,2
but w~thout the benefit of philosophy at all, against all existing phil
osophies, and that this is the rule.
There is thus a strong polemical element, with the purpose of defining
the new 'theoretical space' in which Bachelard's epistemology lies.;
.
Bachelard announces the time of the 'Anabaptist philosophers' 3- Anabaptist
in that they forswear all the beliefs and dogmas of tradi tional philosophy;
philosophical only ina strict sense to be defined below. They will establish
themselves on the territory of scientific knowledge itself, in its actual
practise.
The new philosophy lies in a 'new dimension', \'hi~h is portrayed
diagramaticallyinBachelard's philosophical spectrum.
Sciences are
produced in opposition to philosophies; the truth of a scientific·
statement is not founded upon any philosophical guarantee. It is in its
very refutation that the necessity of philosophy appears. Philosophy is
defined by its function (not by its object), as an intervention in thearea
of the sciences.
"The role of philosophy must be 'reversed' - it must ,no
longer be the spokesman of ideologies vi s-tt-vis the sciences, ... rather its
task is to neutralize their discourse snd 00 hinder as much as possible
the emergence of obstacles. At least· it· must distinguish wi thin a given
discourse between what derives from scientific practise and what originates
in ideological discourses."5
So the function of Bachelard's epistemology is to 'escort' the progress
of the sciences, and in so doing it treats problems, completely alien to
tradi tional philooophy. The new discipline will be an 'open' philoeophy6
- as theproble'ms vary;' as a science progresses the 'values' it may secrete
change, and the footholds it gives ideology shift. The emergence of a
new science may change the theoretical conjuncture, and the position of
a given science in this conjuncture change. Beiog open the new philosophy
rejects the characteristic of traditional philosophy to form a eystem.
This stems from the very nature of scientific knowledge: science is not
a unity, and between the different branches 0 f scientific knowledge,
development is uneven. 7 "This new discipline will be attentive to the
real conditions of scientific works ••• the.different regions •• ~and their
inter-rela ti on s,. L e. a historical philosophy. "8
The 'openness' of the new philosophy, that which gives it its
historicity and delineates it from an ideological philosophy, is achieved
by Bachelard' s concept of the dialectic. 9 In the place of the subject-object
relation lO Bachelard SUbstitutes the relation comprehension-extension.
These categories demonatra-te that in sciencp. the thought object is
~

..
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constructed, and comprehension is a function of the concept which thinks
the thought object.llSciences themselves produce their objects and
phenomena in their thetries and their materialization in experimental
proofs. 'The nateriali ty of the real world - its existence independ,ent
of thought· - and the possibility 0 fits appropriation by the science~
(the primary categories of materialism), are sufficiently confirmed
by thepractise of the sciences themselves, by their abilit,y to inscribe
their theories in experimen tal forms, in \\hat Bachelard calls a
phenomeno-technicsor" J2. So the dissolution of the entity as the object
of science dissipates the myth of immediate comprehension.
Having defined the theoretical space that Bachelard's epistemology
occupies, it is now time to show how he erects the concept of a theoretical
mode of production.
The place of the concept of the dialectic is between, on the one
hand hypotheses and theories, and on the other, experisGnts; the dialogue
is a historical process of an exchange of information whose final result
is to adjust theory and experiment" It is this reorganization of knowledge,
"Where the language of theory and experiment are in contradiction", that
Bachelard calls the dialectic. 13
The dialectic of reason and application ensures tha t a science will
go through a series of recastingstrecrystalizations, each of which will
redefine the basic concepts used by a science i.e. scientific thought
progresses by reorganizations of its bases proceeding from its summit 
this InOvement takes place only in and by scientific experiment. While
the successive concepts are not equivalent there will be an 'epistemological
profile' linking them in the mind of the scientist, which means that
the extent to which each scientist usee the concept at any given time
corresponds to each phase of development of the theory in which the
concept has been used.
Hence sciences progress by breaking with pre-existing modes of
thought: progress is then discontinuous t and can be seen as overcoming
'epistemological obstacles' secreted by those modes of thought~14
e.g. immediate experience, general knowledge, pragmatic knowledge.
Bachelard gives no general theory of epistemological obstacles, only .
examples. Three things emerge about them; (I) Once a science has been
constituted they arise within the science,,15 : ,
(2) Epistemological obstacles are a trap for scientific knowledge and
concepts set by the 'thought-habits':of evf:ry day , life and experience. 16 .
Bache1ard opposes the abstraction ,necessary to s~ientific thought to the
'revery' - the dream-like character of everyday experience. To constitute
itself a science must break away from revery, but the latter does not
thus lose its right to exist - the domains of knowledge and art are simply
separated.
(3) The two poles 0:1 the 'philosophical spectrum', realism and idealism,
are the most characteristic epistemological obstacles, whose psychological
power gives a foothold to the philosophies which claim to guarantee the
knowledge produced by the sciences, Whilst really only battening onto and
supporting the epistemological obstacles produced at each stage of
scientific development. l ?
In this way scientific thought progresses by successive recrystalli
zations. As sta~ed above this takes place only in and by scientific
experimen tation. Bachelard lays down a theory of scientific instruments
as 'materialized theories' and of their assembly, fot'ming a new body of
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doctrine - technical materialism - the study of the material which
science uses for the organization of its experimen tsQ18
The essential element of the activity of scientific thought is to
produce couplings of the abstract and of ,the cOncrete via the installation
of theoretically defined instruments and via assemblages of apparatuses
following programmes of rational realization - Le. to "concretize the
abstract". In this way 'scientific phenomena' are produced - termed
phenomenotechnics - and ideological intervention prevented. This is
radically different to a phenomenology that oan only talk about phenomena,
never produce any.l9 ''The true scientific phenomenology is therefore
essentially a phenomenotechnics. It reinforces what shows through behind
what appears. ,It instructs i~self by what it constructs ••• Science raises
up a world Dot by a magical force immanent in reality, but rather by a
rational force immanent to the mind. "20
It is in this 'concretizing of the abstract' that Bachelard's
epistemology is situated - thus experience again becomes a central
philosophical theme, but with a completely new meaning - "In the end
experimental conditiona are the same as preconditions of experimertation. "21
The 'objects' of these experiments must be understood in a new manner. 22
Bachelard concludes "if one is to hold one's position at the centre of
the working mind and of worked matter, one must abandon many philos9phical
traditions of the native translucence of the intellect and of the reality·
of the sensory world." 23
'
Here we have defined the epistemological disciplines that fill the
blanks on the philosophical spectrum, on the level of scientific activity.
They are 'Applied Rationalism' and 'Teohnical Materialism'. The two
disciplines are reciprocal - in the production of conoepts attention !DUst
be paid to the conditions of application of the conoepts; conversely the
problems of assembly lllust integrate into their mlution the theoretical
c.onditions of their fOfmulation .24
So Bachelard studies the realities of research, at the level of the
difficult formulation of problems. He introduces25 the concept of the prob
lematic to indicate a structural field, to explain the set of concepts
of technical materialism Wi thin the metaphor of a field structured by
two operations - experiment, and definition. The problematic is the
posi ti ve noti on whi%h 'stands in for something else' - for the philosophical
idea of the given. 2
"(Against the parade of universal doubt), scientific'
research demands the setting-up of' a p:ooblematic. Its real starting point
is a PrOblem, however ill-for'mulated~ The scientific ego is then a programme
of experilJents; while the scientific non-ego is already' a constituted
problematic."27

Bachelard goes further in the determination of the stru::ture of all
production of scientifio concepts. The problematics of the different
sciences are not wholly independent of each other, but only relatively
autonoroous, and zones of over-lap may appear. (What Bachelard terms
transrationalism establishes itself at the end of prolonged theoretical
labour, by the intermediary of algebraic organization. It is at the leve~
of ever-more precise variables that interferences between domains of
rationali ty can arise).
The organization of 1he production of scientific concepts is
materialized in the form of institutions, meetings, colloquia etc., Le.
a 'city of science'. This has communications within itself (a 'mutual
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pedegogy' ), so theories circulat e more rapidly, and permi t an
acceleration of discoveries .. The city's cohesion allows the elimination
of every aberration related to the subjective character of any
researcher - thus modern science is freed from reverieso In this sense
it is more difficult for epistemological obstacles to form, thus the
apparent acceleration of present scientific time, although their
appearance is inevitable (above).
Thus the 'city of science' creates its own norms, maintaining
the criteria of objectivity and truth; this function is shown in the
technical region, where one can read in material form the general
characteristics of the 'city of science'j28 thus the 'city of science'
stands in for the 'Reason' of philosophers. 29
Bachelard's epistemology erects the concept of a theoretical mode
of production. This allows: firstly the characterization of the obstacles
in an idedbgy of science, and secondly to think the transition from one
given mode of production to another - the new concept of the history
of the sciences.
The obstacles in an ideology of science which oppose the construction
of the concept of its history are threefold:30
(1) The.t science is a unity - "Sci ence (in the singular) is neither
a philosophical category nor a scientific concept, but an ideological
notion. The object it designates does not exist' Sciences (in the plural)
however do exist. "31
(2) That the development of science is continuous and uniform - a
temporal aspect of the essential unity of science (no breaks, recrystall
izations etc).
(3) The unity of the different interpretations of what science is in
its essence (pom tivist, pragmatist, conventionalist) is the empiricism
which lies in the definition of the 'pseudo-object' adopted by the history
of science conceived as a history of methods and results.
The history of a science can only find the concept of its object
in the science of which it is the object; the real history of the science
is the real conditions of the production of its concepts. Further, each
science is irreducible, a practise. A science is born by constitutimg a
body of concepts with their rules of production, the development of a
science is the formation of the concepts and theories of that science.'
Different sciences have different forms of development, and within the
nominal unity of a single science, concepts or theories may have different
developments, types of c onsti tu tion of formation. The hi story 0 f a
science implies an epistemology - the theory of the scientific production
of the concepts and theories of each scienceo (The exact point of contact
between the epistemology and the history of the science is difficult to
delimi t).
The question thus posed is to know how a philoS)phy of scienc e in
action can think its relation to the history of science - "the modern
point of view thus determines a new perspective on the history of the
sciences, a perspective which poses the problem of the current effectivity
of this history of the sciences in scientific culture. n32 This history of
the sciences cannot therefore be a "history like the others",33 it is not
only the narrati on of events, but a duplicated history in whJ.ch the unfolding
of values duplicates that of facts.34 It iSIDt a question of reliving the
past but of jUdging it, for "once the solution is found, its clarity
lights up the previous data." "This new perspective on the history of the
sciences is precisely recurrent history."35
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The history of the sciences therefore presupposes the filtering or
critical function of an epistemology directly informed by the activity of
science - it constitutes its object by judging the claims of past
judgments to truth on the basis of contemporary scientificity. This
critical function allows the distinction between an outdated history and
sanctioned history - the current past. 36 The dialectic of the liquidation
of the past is translated into that of obstacles and epistemological acts.
It is in respect of recurrent reflection that the acts are confirmed as
such and the obstacles recognized as overcome or avoided.
Historical epistemology teaches that science progresses by means
of mutations, reorganizations of its principles. The history of the
sciences must itself be dialectical. The use of historical recurrence
is only legitimately founded if the science concerned has itself
attained the level of rigour which makes it possible to reorganize the
hierarchy of epistemological values and through it to discern the real
state of the genealogy of ·the concepts. One must beware of false
recurrence, but affirm the progressive value of the scientific past. In
a recurrent history "the consciousness of modernity and the consciousness
of historicity are rigorously proportional",37 and the history of a science
is never completed for an:.epoch.
Since Bachelard's epistemology is a history in action, its history
continually threatens to dissolve into the current epistemology, so it
seems that the historicity of science is biased much more towards its
future than its past.38 So a history is a discourse (based on a current
past) on a past as such ~ the history of recognized errors.
Historical time is abolished in this logical time which the
epistemology creates. The construction of this 'real' time of science
poses two problems, which lead onto a consideration of the limitations
of Bachelard's epistemology.
(1) That a critical history is the 'fruits of past errors', and that
it finds the norms of its jurisdiction in the current rationality of
the work of science.
(2) The epistemological problem of the status of past truths.
The source of the limitations of Bachelard's epistemology is that
the epistemologist and the historian of the sciences are located by
Bachelard only with respect to the development of the science in question.39
Ita progressive side comes from (1) its denial of any empiricist history
of the sciences -the history will always be epistemologically grounded
departing from scientific rationality. (2) It never departs from givens 
so the events of any history are never equivalent as elements, - there is
at every point a division between scientific objectivity and ideology.40
However, Bachelard's epistemology is ideological because it has no
concept for the possibility of its hisotry j he does not pose the conjunction
of science and ideology and their reciprocal determination. Thus there
can be no 'eternal truths' that are not relative to a 'current past',
indeed to select elements· (sanctioned and errors) from their particular
problematic is to fall into lemptr:ioism. 41For·the.: ~so~urrent judgement must
conflate the epistemological break that originates the science with the
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reorganization of the problematic of the science - thus removing
the concept of the epistemological break from the oorpus o! the concepts
of history insofar that it is continually shifted forward. 2
"Scientific knowledge only exists in opposi tion to, by overcoming,
epistemological obstacles. But to theorise epistemological obstacles, i.e.
what prevents the existence of science, a theoryof something other than
scienoe is required; a theory of ideology - i.e. a theory of the ideological
instance in the social formation. Hence a theory of the history of a science
cannot entir~~3 be independent of the tlie0r7. of history in general, historical
materialism."
In thinking the problem of epistemological obstacles solely from the
side of science and the scientist Bachelard turns to psychologism - epistemolo
gical obstacles have no historical 10ca~on1 they are assumed to be universal
and natural products of the human mind.
Thus the natural tendencies
of the mind are anti-scientific, and science is a constant struggle against
the psychological traps lying in wait for each scientific concept, the
epistemological obstacles.
This concept of the 'scientific mind' explains the nature of Bachelard' s
polemic, that of philosophy seaeted in the development of each science against
the claims of other philosophies over the sciences; these latter lodge in
the niches provided by the ideological obstacles that the mind c~eates
for the concepts of science, forming the philosophical spectrum. 45 Thus
there is no positive role for philosophy, it has no history; the true
epistemology of the science in question has only a fieeting existence in
the sciance's rejection of the claims of these philosophical hangers-on.
This shows no internal inconsistency.46 However, the anhistorical
nature of the psychological obstacles to be overcome in the establishment
of a science has its converse side - a necessary set of stages, a hierarchy
of rationalities in the constitution of scientific concepts - the
epistemological profile. Three consequences follow:
(

(1) This demands an evolutionist conception of the history of the
sciences - but what 1:hen of recurrence and the double history of the
sciences? (c.f. n38).
(2) Each science is seen in isolation according to its place in the
evolutionary scheme, and each science is essentially similar in kind .
but what then of the histories of the sciencies?

-

(3) A general theory of scientific rationality is set up corresponding
to the last phase - that of discursive reason; but what then of the attack
on philosophy for attempting to prefound the truth of scientific statements?
Another contradiction arises from the individualism of this ps.ychology
of errors. Although Bachelard correctly sees scientific knowledge as a
collective activity - uniting collective rationalactiy~ty and collectively
controlled experimentation - he conceives error as individual, for although
archetypal, it manifests itself in the individual scientist. Thus the
role of the 'city of science' is to gUard against the aberrations of the
individual ps,che, and to guarantee the progressive sequence of the
epistemological profile. The' evolutionism' of the epistemological profile
is accompanied by a ~istoricism of the social conditions of existence of
the historical mind. 7

..
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Thus the philosophy of knowledge re-enters by the back-door of
psychology. and it can do this because Bache1ard can on+I make general
statements from a position outside particular sciences,~ and, lacking
any theory of .the outside of science, he lapses into a traditional
philosophy of knowledge with its categories of subject and object.49
This contradiction can only be resolved by situating science with
respec t to the ideologies wi th which it breaks, - L e. by a theory
of 'epistemological obstacles' as part of the ideological instance of
the social formation.
Tim Jenkins.
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e.g. the 'Psychoanalysis of Fire', (1938), tr. 1964. 
Psychoanalysis develops into a general 'poetics of revery' 
close to Jung's theory of archetypal images.

45.

Lecourt points out that the 'city of science' stands in for
the 'Reason' of philosophers, but says of the psychologistic
vocabulary in 'Le Rationalisme Applique' - '~t is as if
Bachelard hoped in this way to resolve a problem whose very
terms were fOI'bidden to him ever since he broke with the
conception of a norm-producing Reason like the one constituted
by the philosophical problematic" - he (weakly) attributes
this to 'philosophical guilt', and claims (wrongly) that it is
marginal.

46.

Nor is it incompatible with a certain conception of Marxism,
which similarly refuses philosophy anything more than an imaginary
reality, reducing knowledge to a psycho-physiological faculty of
the human brain - cf Godelier, 'Nyth and HI story', New Left
Review
(1971), 93-112.
c. f. "Founding the objectivity of rational knowledge on the union
of experimental workers and the validity of rationalism on the
consistency of a co-rationalism; founding the fertility of S[.
learning on the division of the ~ into an ego of existence and
an ego of super-existence i.e. of co-existence wi thin a cogi tamus,
is on the \\hole an ingenious attempt ••• but not wholly convincing."
Canguilhem, Etudes p.205.
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47.

48.
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The way Bachelard uses examples demonstrates this. In the concrete
example Bachelard takes up a position on a particular scientific
development from within the science in which it takes place.
Whenever he makes a general statement about the sciences he sub
stitutes a constitutive subject in place of the concepts term in
the couple used in the example, a subject which first appears in
negative form as the psychological subject of error, but then
positively as the scientific 'mind' of the advanced phases of the
epistemological profile. - Brewster. op. cit.
For the theme of the impossibility 0 f philosophical abolitions of
philosophy, see Jacques Derrida 'De La Garmmatologie', (1969).
Also Althusser in 'Lenin and Philosophy', (1971), pp.59-60.
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The Meaning of Lifeand . theM~aning of Words:
.
The workS of LA. R~ch8i'ds.l
"The proper study of mankind"
Could be
This proper realm to ,free
By ridding it,
Day by hour by minute~
Of what deforms a mind.
. Richal"ds,'General Election' •.
Throughout his work, Richards'standpoint is that philoeophy is
never separable from life j and his concern is with communication. This
being so, it is easy to understand the wide range of his interests, for
philosophy, poetry, criticism, education, psychology and religion are
all subjects with something to contribute to the problems Richards has
chosen to deal with:
Criticism, as I understand it, is the
endeavour to discriminate between experiences
and to evaluate them. We cannot do this without
some understanding of the nature of experience,
or without theories of valuation and communication
Such principles as apply in criticism must be
taken from these more fundamental studies.
1967a, vii-viii. 2

v

His standpoint (that philosophy is an act of living) and his main conc ern
(wi th communication) are of course logically interdependent, but they are
analytically separable.
The position that philosophy ~d life are inseparable is by no means
fully developed in the earlier 1toIOrks. In The Meaning of Meanirg Principles,
Science and Poetry, and Practical Criticism it is peotry, rather than
philosophy, which is to be the savJour of the \\o:rld (see Schiller, Chapter 5).
As he was confronted wi th more and moreex'amplesand types of misunderstanding
(in academic debate, in. education, and in politics, as well as in literary
criticism), Richards became aware of the need to broaden his earlier
formulation. By the early thirties it had become language. and thephilosoppy
of language, 1Nhich was Qur failing and our only hope of salvation, (see
Mencius p.35 and Coleridge p.xi). The formulation was completed by the
second half of the thirties inR~';etoric and Interpretation:
Words are not ·a medium in which to copy life.
Their true work is to restore Ii fe itself to
order. 1965, 134 (see also p.136).
A deeper and more thorough study of our use of
words is· at every point a study of our ways of
• living. 1973, ix (see also p.5),
and the same sentiments are maintained in the la:terworks:
Language is an instrument for controlling our
becoming. 1955, 9.
This view of the world is interdependent with Richards' notion
of value. The relationship between value and criticism is too large a
question to enter into here. Suffice it to say that Richards' position
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(which is expounded in Principles, especially the Preface, and which is
only slightly IOOdified throughout his work) is that criticism and life
both entail judgements, and that our judgements depend upon our valuations.
Richards \\Ould, however, be the first to adm.i t that the shifts in the
word 'value' here cause immense problems.
Richards' conoern with communication has been worked out by dealing
with the problems of human misunderstanding in all its many guises,
Taking The Meaning of Meaning as a general theory of the problems of
understanding and meaning, the later works can all be seen as to some
extent specializations to deal with the various aspects of those problems.
lZinciples, Science and Poetnr, and Practical Criticism each deals with
the problem"'Of literary, and l.n particular poetic, meaning. Mencius is
concerned with the problem of communication between languages, Coleridge
again with literary meaning, Rhetoric with meaning in ordinary speech,
Interpretation ·wi th understanding in speech· and reading, the works on
Basic English wi. th the problems of translation, both in learning a
foreign language and within a language, the poetry with communicating
feelings and emotions.
The central problem in all this is the opposition between a monosemic
and a solipsistic view of language. A monosemic view argues that (or finds
it more profitable to act as though) words carry fixed meanings pre-assigned
to them. A solipsistic theory argues that we, as speakers, writers, hearers
and readers, give words their meanings, the words themselves being no more
than nuid masses of asmciations. In which case, it is hard to know
whether we communicate with each other at all, since our meanings for the
same utterance may differ; moreover, we can make no judgements on language
since the traditional criteria of value disappear.
This conflict is closely parallel to many other oppositions which
have been drawn both inside philosophy and outside it: for example
Aristotelianism{Platonism. In particular it is related to the opposition
between positivism (with its ally scientism) and idealism. It is
impossible for a positivist to adopt a solipsistic position, or for an
idealist to hold a monosemic vi ew of language.
Much has been talked and written of Richards' early scientism.
The Meaning of Meaning andPrinciplea are probably his most widely
read books, and it is in these that Richards often offers a psychologism
of the crudest kind, for whiOh he has been rightly criticised. But to
some extent this criticism has been unkind to Richards, for from his
later works,and what he says in them about his earlier ones, it appears
that the critics have over-reifiedsome of his conceptualisations. What were
taken to be descriptions of how the mind \\Orks turn out, on a more
sympathetic reading, to be instead no more than ways to help us imagine,
conceptualise, andwal with thOUght. Whether the fault for this lies with
Richards' writing or the critics' reading is, for my purposes, irrelevant.
The fact remains that, taken in conjunction with his late.r writings, the
earlier ones are far less rigidly positivist than has been suggested.
This can also be justi tied to a oertain extent by a close reading
of th earlier works themselves; Richards may never explicitly state
that his psychological images are no more than tools to think with
rather than things to think about, but he comes close to it
One can
certainly find many indications of a bias against positivism and monosemy,
which surely argue against any charge of scientism. To take just one example
from each of the earlier works:
0

,.

'"

.
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We ought to regard communication as a difficult
matter, .and close correspondence of reference
for different thinkers a~ a comparatively rare
event. 1972, 123.
A
single word by itself, let uS say 'night',
will raise almost as many di fferent.thoughts
and feelings as there are persons who hear it.
1967a, 4.
What an individual responds to is not the whole
situation but a selection from it, and as a
rule few people make the same !:election.
1970, 37.
The reception (or interpretation) of a meaning
is an activity, which nay go astray; in fact,
there is always some degree of loss and dis
tortion intralfsmission. 1964, 180.
Thesei" . statements hold an incipient, i f not an explicit, leanirg
towards solipsism, which develops in the later works into an almost
purely idealist po~ion.
Richards has not, however,. spent all his time arguing for a purely
solipsistic view of language; outright solipsism is as unsatisfactory
a philosophy 0 f language as outright monosemy. . It is hard for us to
conceptualise any answer other than these two to the question 'How
does meaning work?' and I suspect that, as far as philoeophy is
concerned, there is none. There may be no answer within the terms of
logic, but. for practical purposes we need one, and most individuals
have no trouble finding one. Richards' workcan. be seen as a wo~king
out of just this progression: from a practical problem (misunderstanding),
through a philo60phicalinvestigation, to a practical solution.
The practical solution which Richards offers has the merits of
(comparative) simplicity, and some of the advantages of each of the
opposed posiions. Its disadvantage, which it shares with all other
proposed working theories, is that if we investigate it at all closely,
if we try to make it do more than it was designed for, it Foves to
contain the faults of both opposed views.- an unrealistic fixity of
language on the one hand, and an exaggeration of our failure to
communicate on the othe~.
Richards' compromise, although it develops through his writings,
is in essence that provided by the con text theory of meaning he first
expounded in The Meaning of Meaninf\. This allows words to be fluid in
their meaning, yet provides for their specification by their context.
By 'context' here :Richards claims to mean·something other than a
word's setting in a. sentence (or a piece of discourse of any other size).
Rather he takes it to mean the wa,y in which a word ~ssigns its . referent
to a class: the other .occasions on which it has been used, the occasions
on which it has not been used, and so on. In other words, .the history
of that word for the individual concerned (see The }JIeaning of Meaning,
pp.52-59). Unfortunately, Richards'use of 'context' in this specialized
sense is not as consistent as one might have hoped. This is probal::il.y
because either sense of the 1J.Ord causes problems for the general theOry:
the 'setting' sense suggests a position close to the Usage theory of
meaning, of which Richards is rightly scornful, calling it,
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On the whole, the most pernJ.oJ10US infiuence
in current English teaching ,doing more than
all other removable errors together to inhibit
the course of self-critioal and profi table
refleotion about the conduct of thought in'
language. 1973, 174.
On the other hand, the 'historioal' sense of contezt leads straight
back into solipsism, for each individual's history of any word will
differ.
These are not the only contradictions to be found in Riohards'
later works; but contradictions are to be expected in the attempted
compromise of incompatible post tions. Richards is aware at' this as he
shows by the limitations he is always ready to put on his theories:
In thinking about how we think, our aim must
be to perceive as distinctly as possible what
we are doing rather than to arrive at any
final-looking positive theories
As we do 60
a great number of theories that are too orude
to sustain the examination and have only at a
distance been supposed to apply, are discarded;
and to be rid of them is a great gain. We may
be left without any theory, but we are at least
freed from the interferences of mishandled
abstractions. 1973, 249.
0

Although we can alTive at no final logical solution to the question 'How'
do we mean'?' it is still necessary to ask the question, lest a false and
over-rigid view of the nature of language distort our view of its meanings.
Richards is constantly reminding us, as we must contantly remind ourselves,
that

'"

We shall do better to think 0 f a meaning as
though it were a plant that has grown - not
a can that has been filled or a lump of clay
that has been moulded. 1965, 12.

Martin Cantor.
Notes
1. This article was prompted by the issue 0 f a second edition of
Interpretation in Teaching 1973, London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, £5.
I consider Interpretation to be Richards' best work, for it contains alm
ost all the major points which he nakes elsewhere, in their most coh
erent formulation.

2. All references are to works by Richards ( or in one case Ogden and Richards)
unless otherwise stated.

"
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A Note on 'Mooning' and 'Streaking', as forms
of non-violent Protest.
Events taking place in the very week that this issue of J.A.S.O.
goes to press have prompted me to submit a few ethnographic notes and
preliminary comments from a study which I am making of various non-violent
forms of protest, soon to be completed. In particular I am interested in
the use of nudity and vulgarity in situations of conflict. Some aspects
of this research were included in a paper entitled 'Sexual Insult and
Female Militancy'.l
The phenomeno' which' has been brought to our attention now is
popularly known as 'streaking". Although this takes a specific form, i t
can be seen as belonging to a wider class of behaviour which occurs when
normal modes of exhibiting deference and mutual attention are inverted Often
such inversions originate as expressions of bosti1ity, but they may take on
secondary characteristics involving questions of identity of individuals
and groups. There is no space in this present brief note to give many examples
of the wide variety of for-IUS which this mode of communication takes in
different space and time, but it may be of interest to draw attention here
to one type of vulgarity, known as 'mooning' which emerged in the United
States in greaterfrequencyin the late 'fifties and sixties'" I give as
examples two instances, one of which was initiated by females and in one
of which the predominant actor was a male.

.

0

In the autumn of 1966, in a co-educational residential college in
Iowa, the girls and boys both lived in one H-shaped building. It was a
three-stoI'EU building with a block 0 f rooms for girls on one side, and a
block for boys on the other, joined across the middle on the ground floor
by single-storied common roomso Each room occupied by gi rls had a large
plate glass window. Twelve such windows faced the rooms occupied by the
boys opposite. I collected the following account from onEil of the female
residents.

I~

'At night, after we were locked in at midnight,
stripping and daIlcing in the windows took place
to tease the boys. Normally this· never went beyond
bra and pantsu One night, when the ring-leaders
were happy-drunk, instead of a peep or strip show,
it was decided to do a 'mass moon'. In each room
one girl was ready in the dark, standing on a
chair bending over with her bottom pressed against
the window. Another girl then flicked the light on
for a few secondso It was like a dare. It was
considered naughty and wicked - they decided to
have a go
0

'

When a closed window is involved as in this case, the activity is
sometimes known as 'pressing a ham', 'hamming' being a variant for 'mooning'
My informant stressed the fact that the girls at the College referred to
were normally considered to be very 'moral'. ~ and li ttle actual sexual
intercourse took place - for one thing, because at that time there was no
opportunityu She felt that 'mooning' was essentially a: female manifestation,
and that when men engaged in this activity, they were modelling their behaviour
on that of women. I will return to this aspect below.
0

My second example is a case I recorded of a young man who was involved in
an episode which was dubbed by my informant as 'the Mooning of Yale'.

..
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"In the fall of 1966 there was the first vague
rumblings of drug problems on the campus of
Yale.
At least a couple of people were involved
in what amounted to a kind of raid and the first·
publicity began to appear in such well-known
publications as the New.York Times_
One freshman,
I remEll1ber, wa.s quoted as saying thEt, by the end
of his four, years at Yale, he. would have turned
on the whole campus with his little chemistry' set.
So this is the background for the mooning incident.
One of these people who had been mere or less
confronted by the administration with the possibility
of .facing some sort of disciplining as a result of
. the drug problem was s~bsequently, involved in the
mooning incident. It happened like this:
.

.,

•

.

One afternoon he .was standing in the window
of a fi ve-storey building overlooking the old
campus, where all the freshmen lived in a kind
of quadrangle, all together.. On a few days
before. this he would sit in his window and just
perch out like a bird overlooking the campus.
When he perched he would squa t down and just
sort of stare very intently in the same direction
tha t he eventually mooned in. He was doing this
conspicuously. He was sitting right in the
window-sill, perched with his toes curled over
the edge looking out. But on this day, instead
of perching like a bird, h,e waited for what he
must Gave thought had been the opportune mC)lnen t,
turned around, and mooned in the direction of the
old campus where most of the University lay •
This
was' ,the- subject of great conversation and
laughter t-hel!eafltei'tlarr':-', It:"was' pointed out that the
opportune moment came when apparently two girls were in
visi ble sight 0 f the moon and this seemed to nake thi s
sort of larger protest at the University lllOre effective.
It's hard to say whether or not. the University itself
had a kind of a femaleaspect.~
When, these incidents took place,mooning was well~known in various
parts of the States, but not a common 'practice. It was much talked
about in the early sixties in schools, particularly in boys' schools,
beitig often used as a boast. 'A would say to party B that he was
going to moon party C in order to put down party C and to elevate himself
in the eyes of his peers'. The seeming paradox of pers:ms acting in
ways which would norll81ly, be thought to degrade them, in order to
degrade others, I have disoussed elsewhere~
These practices allowed the actors to be readily identi fied, but
in parts of the United States, at about the same time, individuals
sometimes engaged in 'doing a moon ' from the windows of passing cars.
A similar kind of activity, of milder impact, was known as 'Drop Trou' ,
when males let their trousers fall. This, although oomtimes enacted
at parties and the like, is more commonly found in its verbal form
'Wow! . He is really goi»;g to Drop Trou when he hears about this!', and
primarily expresses extreme surprise and astonishment.
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What sparks off 'moonirig' and similar behaviour? In'the case of the
girls in Lowa, in answer to my questions, the following points were made:
'There had to be men LwitnessingthisJ and we had to
think they were there. It had to be wi tnessed and we had
to think there were witnesses - we wouldn't have done it
to \\Omen except perha-ps as a joke. There didn't have to
be many m~ .. not specific men _ We just had to be under
the impressiollthatt men were witnessing. . It was not
merely a friendly; gestUre, towards the boys. It was' a gesture
of independence. The men were free to come and' go and we
were locked in. It was a gesture: 'Look, we are locked
in because of you'. 'Weresented'being locked in. It was
a defiance against authority: 'you locked us in'to prevent
this' • We weren't hiding it from authori ty, we were like
shop~lifters Who wanted to attract attention, but didn't
rea~y wan,t to be oaught.'
The response to ray enquiries as to the general background and motives
behind the events at Yale (which was made in the knowledge of some of my
general conclusions concerning the use of vulgarity in protest movements)
was as follows:
.
'As much as I can see just from knowing the people involved,
this act was a total expression of indignation and rage,
where very young people of eighteen years old were inVQlved
in all kinds of pressures in a changing environment. The
actual date of the incident was in the fall of 1966 - it
was a very confused time and clearly the means of expressing
such indignation and rage were quite limited. It's certain
that ["the man who rrDonedJ bad a lot of reaoons for to
feel closed in, confronted by things that were different,
confro nted by thing s that he didn't like a t all. He was
subjected to an environment in whichp,e was sort, of the
lowest man on the totem pole, without much positive
feedback or ego satisfaction, and there was a strong craving
among his age-group in general to have some sort of social
recognition, that simply wasn't there. And most of them
were uprooted from their home environments as well, where
they had been well-known people. And it had to have i1?-volved _
some kind of desire for recognition.' At the same time /It was 7
a kind of muted protest against all of these pressures
which built up so fast right at the beginning of University_'
In the over,.;a.ll American scene of the time, the student group may have
been in the position of what Edwin Ardener has termed a 'muted group' ~ Such
a group is one that has no ready means of a:ll:pression' for variant \dews \\bich
it wishes to present, which would be given a hearing in any effective sense. 2
He has suggested that women may perhaps be best seen asa 'muted group', and
I have shown else\there that in certain circumstances when ,such a group feels
that its identity is threatened, if resort to direct violence is .ruled out,
it tJJay invert the normal modes of expression by the use of obscenity and
vulgar!ty (see' SeJCQll Insult and Female Mili tancy' ). The evidenc e suggests
that mooning caught on in the United states at ,a moment of transition, when
the stereotype of the 'all-American Boy' (or Girl), the we+l-groomed,
bobby-so:ll:ea, conformist college student, relatively uninvolved in political
movements, no longer fitted the 'model' which the student had of himself or
herself. This' iden ti ty crisis' led to frustration which turned into
hostility, but at this period of time, the release of this aggression through
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direct action, and in partiqular through violence, was generally
ruled out. As I have found elsewhere, in parallel circumstances,
the use of vulgarity was resorted to. Sometimes, a display which
starts off as an expression of hostility may acquire secondary
properties. It may, for instance, fora while become a ba~ge for
group identity.
Mooning, I suggest, faded away when students eventually took
direct action. In due qourse, violence itself became unacceptable,
partly, perhaps, because some of the deep seated frustrations and
fears were lessened. This may have been due, among other things,
to ~he recognition of a new model for students, and because the
isolation of students from University authorities was decreased,
and aloo because the call-up for military service in Vietnam
was abandoned. Probably also the effects of violence were in the
actual event, found to be unacceptable for many.

'.,

The eruption of 'streaking' is too recent for a thorough analysis
of its partict.llar history. It is poSsible to speculate, however, and
to suggest that, perhaps, the frustrations felt by the seeming
impossibility of affecting the resignation of President Nixon, despite
pressure of public opinion, may have played a part. A new generation
of college students is on the scene, trying to establish its identity,
probably wishing to avoid the violence which became associated with the
college generation immediately ahead of it. That the mode of expression
known as 'streaking' has been copied in various parts of the world
outside the United States, may be due to similar frustrations over the
inability of the ;young to affect world affairs, or be due to a desire
to identify with those who have cause to feel hostile, or for many
other reasons. 'Streaking' may be regarded as a 'dare' or a 'game',
as an attempt to establish a reputation for courage in defying more
commonly accepted modes of proceeding, but it may also be a form for
expressing anxiety and hostili ty. If such expressions are not responded
to, then the possibility of ensuing violent action is not something
which should be overlooked.

1.

Ardener, Shirley, 1973. Sexual Insult and Femal Militancy, Man,
September, Vol.B, No.3, pp. 422-440.
.,~

2.

Ardener, Edwin, 1971. Belief and the Problem of Women, in
The Interpretation of Ritual (ed.J. La Fontaine).
Londo.n: Tavistock.
Shirley Ardener
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BOOK REVIEWS
Logik und Leben. Kulturelle Relevanz der
Didinga und Longarim, Sudan" ~g,reas •Kr.on.enbeI'f2:.•
Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1972.pp. 191,
1?[ illustrations,· 31' diagrams, 3 maps:··
As Government Anthropologist to the Republic of the Sudan, HeIr.' Kronen
berg worked among the Lango-speaking Didinga and Longarim between 1958 and
1960. Those were years of comparative peace for the Sudanese Nilotic
peoples: it seems likely that the ethnographic data contained in this book
have, by now, mainly historical value.

"

They are presented in a deliberately idiosyncratic way. We start
with theoretical considerations, and an elaborate mathematical analysis
of kinship terminology and end (after chapters on the cattle idiom, sexual
relations, age-stratification and magioo-religious beliefs) where the authors
of most field monmgraphs still feel obliged to begin, namely the geographical
and economic base. Theory first, ethnography later; the pitfalls are obvious,
but the method does have the advantage of honesty: Herr Kronenberg at least
makes no bones about where his real interest lies.
It:~aphilosophical interest - Herr Kronenberg's intellectual patrons
are Frege and Wittgenstein, Levi-Strauss being not so much as mentioned in
the bibliography - in what Evans-Pritchard used to call problems of trans
lation. Empirically observed facts can have significance, "cultural relevance"
only within a given semantic system. But s8'cantic systems are culturally
discrete; thus, even within Western anthropology, "common-sense terms" bear
the imprint of Empiricism in England, of Romanticism in Germany, of the
.Enlightenment in France •••And even to the extent that a common "scientific"
terminology has been evolved, that terminology is still a alassificatory system
of the same order as those it seeks to interpret: a system, in its own way,
as closed and self-confirmatory as that of the Azande. Seen in this light,
whole volumes of carefully checked ethnographic data can have no more
significance than so many compilations of statistics about individual moves
in chess: they will not, Herr Kronenberg argues, enable us to teduce the
rules of an unknown game - the rules, say, of a kinship terminology which
will enable us to produce the correct term for a particular genealogical
specification as unerringly as the natiYe speaker.

Put in these terms, the problem is not soluble; which may lead us to
suspect that it is not in fact correctly presented. It is possible to
discover the rules of an unknown game, but only by the same kind of mental
process that makes possible the discovery of an invisible molecular struc
ture in chemistry: namely by the methodical testing in the light of observed
facts of what started out as a series of intelligent and consequent guesses.
But there does remain the problem of finding a language for the guesses,
such that they can be tested in other semantic contexts; and Herr Kronenberg
believes that he has found such a language for Didinga kinship terminology.
The Didinga themselves express such things, as good Nilotes should,
in terms of cattle; or rather, they express agnatic relationships in this
way" They recognize, in fact, two modes of kinship. "Natural" kinship is
given by the fact that women bear children; it is thus definable only in
terms of female fertility, and can be transmitted only from mother to child.

It
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All other kinship is ''cattle kinship" - Le. it depends on a
woman's fertility having been legitimately acquired in exchange for
bridewealth cattle. It can therefore be expressed in terms of such
cattle, or rather in terms of proportions of an ideal unit, the
total herd, which corresponds to a brother-sister pair. At each
generation, half a man's inherited cattle are given in exchange for
a wi'fe; but he, in turn, receives half another man's herd in exchange
for his sister, thus reconstituting the ideal complete herd. '
Agnatic kin are thus "cattle" kin: the father";son relationship,
for instance, has been created only by the' father's legitimate
acquisi tion, by means of cattle, of a wonan' s fertility (as among
the Nuer, there is nothing to prevent a woman from becoming a pater
by the same means). And the term applied to a category of kin
denotes, precisely, the number of "cattle-links" (Le. agnatic links)
between members of that category and the speaker; "natural" (Le.
uterine) links being immaterial for the purpose.
This Herr Kronenberg chooses to express, ingeniously and elegantly
enough, in binary notation; the symbd-Icorresponding to agnatic or
"cattle" links, and the symbol 0 tci uterine or "natural" ones,
while positional values correspond to what European terminology would
call generations. Thus:

"
r!

Binary
expressions

Genealogical
spec i fi cations
B
FOS

(FS)

,z
FOD

FODS

BS
FSDS
FOSS

(FO)

FODD
etc.
(FSD) ,

(FSS) , BD
FSDD
, FOSD

1
10

Number of
agnatic links

Term

usecr

one

A

two

B

100

11
110
101

etc.

This, is, in itself, a pleasing solution, certainly more illuminating
than, labelling such a terminology "Crow" 9r explaining it by a
"skewing rule". Herr Kronenberg rather handsomely attributes his
reasoning to the mathematicians of ancient Egypt (Who, he believes,
derived binary notation from their own kinship reckoning) and backs
it up by a great many pages on the nature of ~inary series. ~hese
can, of course, be skipped by the mathematically unsophisticated;
but the skipping, inescapably, brings up another question.
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Could not the binary notation itself be skipped? Is it, on the
principle of Occam's razor, really necessary? Or has Herr Kronenberg
simply succumbed to a more seductive form of the mathematical fata
mo~~na that seems at times to bedevil IlDdern anthropology? Hehas
rig~ly condemned uncritical statisticism; he has had the good taste
to ignore Levi-Strauss's propensity for littering his pages with
pseudo-algebraical formulae; but if the Didingg can operate their
system by differentiating between "natural" and "cattle" links and
oounting only the latter, could we not get along with some pair of
terms like "uterine" and "agnatic "?
Natural language may have its
limitations, but the premature importation of mathematical symbols
can only compound the problems of translation, besides leaving us
no language in reserve for higher levels of abstraction if we should
ever reach them. So keep your powder dry, Herr Kronenberg, and save
up the binary numbers; with luck, we might really need them some
other time.
Eva Gillies

Rethinking Kinship add Marriage.
Rodney Needham (ed.)
. A.S.A.II. London, Tavistock, 1971, £4. (hardback),
£1. 95 (paperback).
Whatever the merits of the rest of this book, clearly most interest
is going to be aroused on the gossip circuits by Needham's long, long
"Introduction" (p.xii to p.cxvii, as it were), and his following chapter
of "Remarks". The first takes a swipe at a number of targets but the
bulk of it consists of a', history of the prescriptive marriage argument
and the various indignities that have been perpetrated in the name of
truth, theory. and the like. On this let us record that Needham is
unquestionably right, his opponents are undoubtedly disreputable, and
the whole thing is becoming a bore. The temptation to use such an
opportunity for elaborate self-vindication is obvious, and one can
sympathise, but there is a time to leave well alone. Needham is not
content simply to slay the dragons that have so ridiculously plagued
him over this issue, but he feels it necessary to turn his sword, in
the name of 'competence and authority' on Radcliffe-Brown, Levi-Strauss,
and so help us, Fortes. Perhaps one can be forgiven for thinking that
the lady doth protest too muoh in this instance. Needham's response 
that he is 'right' - is of course unanswerable. But then so was Joan
of Arc and no one thanked her for it.
Having destroyed the classic authorities in the first salvo Needham
then murders kinship itself in the next; Southwold kills kinship terminology
in chapter two; and Rivi~re finishes off marriage in chapter three. Since
we are. now left with nothing to discuss it is not surprising that in
chapter four Leach has to resort to another piece of convoluted cleverness
on the subject of phonology and affect, or the "mama/papa" syndrome. It's
all good clean fun, and at least he concludes that there might be some
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signals of a 'species-specifio, cross-cultural type'. Incidentally, it
borders on the hilarious that after so many shining reputations have. had
to go down in the name of competence and authority, that the book should
be dedicated to Edmund Leach!
Francis Korn continues the needless Levi-Strauss b~shing that is so%
fashionable nowadays, and is, I suppose, a natural reaction to the rather
silly adulation paid earlier. It seems we don't know what an elementary
system is anymore, or rather that Levi-Strauss doesn't know. Bateson
showed that the Iatmul had a series of contradictory structures of
marriage, and KOrn nioely demonstrates that only one - marriage with
FMBSD - is totally oompatible with the struoture of five assymetrically
related descent lines as given in the terminology~ 'Sister exchange',
for example, and FZD marriage are not. This is very interesting, and
clearly reflects a transitional system as Bateson saw (althOUgh he got
the transition the wrong way round, I think). In IJlhe Keresan Bridge
I desoribe a similar situation among the Keresans where terminology
reflected both "Crow" and symmetric tendencies, and marriage was
preferred between a man and a \\Oman of his mother's father's clan (MFZDD).
Of course, in a simple symmetrical system MFZDD, FZD, and FrJIBSD are one
and the same, and therefore, following L~vi-Strauss, I interpreted this
as a transi. tion from elementary to complex structure (i:e., in this case,
Crow.); these two categories being 'trends'in any case. What I think
Korn has here is an "Omaha" version of the. same trend. I cite all this,
(and I could go on at length about the details), si~ly to protest
against using this kind of material merely to put Levi-Strauss down,
rather than, as we are so often admonished to do, "getting on with the
job". This arid 'anti-classificatory' business largely misses the
point and I suspect its motives.
Forge adds some notes on the Sepik to Korn' s article. McKnight
clears up some points about the Wik-mungkan, showing in yet another
instance that at base there is a simple, symmetric ("two-line") system.
Wilder works out how many descent groups the furum have. Well, that's
the way the Old Kuki crumbles. It's a bi t 0 f a relief to get to
Beidelman on Kaguru inc est notions and Fox (the other one) on sister t s
children as plants and other anaLogies. All very lively, . and a good
read if you can digest the indignation.
Robin Fbx

African Culture and the Chr:i,. stian Church: An
Introduotion to Social and Pastoral AnthroI,',ology.
Aylward Shorter, W.F. Geoffrey Chapman, London,
1973. (also in paperback edition)
In his introduction, Father Shorter tells us that the term 'pastoral
anthropology' is likely to cause some confusion, especially among
professional anthropologists. But, he explains "the term aptly
symbolizes the marriage of two disciplines: social anthropology and
pastoral theology". We 'WOuld ask who officiated at, and who consented
to, this marriage?
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There are missionary groups, apart from the Pastoral Institute
of Eastern Afrioa at Gaba,who are trying to find out how the study
of anthropology and sooiologymight help to broaden -Christian pastors ,.
understanding of pe9ples of the world and to set new developments in
pastoral work into motion. These groups would not wish to make an
underlabourG!! out of the disoipline of social anthropology, nor would
they simplyllDralizewith referenoe to various church praotises and
legislation, going against the spin t of Vatican II, which represented
a sincere appreciation for genuine religious and ideologioal values
of non-western and non-Christian peoples.
This book represents a double problem: from the pastoral
theological point of view,the Church in the past ha·s not always
handled problems of tr!t.di tonal belief and religious praotioe in the
way Fr. Shorter suggests. From the sooial anthropological point of view,
hardly any of the points raised would be recognizable as social anthropology
to a professional anthropologist. A oono~ete example of this is the way in
whioh the notion of marriage is handled. We would have thought that the
contribution of sooial anthropology to the question, t:an other forms of
marriage be Christianized?' would be (1) the faots about other forms of
marriage and different forms of kinship systems throughout the world and
(2) the questions about forms of marriage whioh an anthropologist might
raise. Most roodern anthropologists would hold the view that all forms
of marriage are honourable; the Christian theologioal view is that only
monogamy is aooeptable. The anthropologist \\'Ould ask, 'what were tbe
forms of marriage existing in the Holy Land at the time of Christ's birth?'
and' 'to what extent is roonogamy an imposition of Roman law onto Christianity'?'
In suoh oases, the pastoral question largely boils down to ~he anthropologioal
ones, but the pastor would ask (going further than the anthropologist), does
the present legislation of the Churoh take aocount of the fact that among
many peoples of the world, marriage is not a oontract between two individuals,
transferring "uxorial" rights, but an alliance between two groups of people
involving an intricate constellation of mutual rights, duties, assistance
and prestations?
In faot, it is these kinds of considerations which
recently prompted Professor D'Arvack in Rome to brand the Roman Catholio
Church's legislation on marriage as "anachronistio, inhuman and grotesque".
From the point of view of the pastoral theologian, Fr. Shorter does
not go to the root of the problem,. he merely skates over the surface of
the problem wi thin the framework of present day Churoh legislation,
although he seems aware (p.176) that other suggestions have been made.
In so doing, he does both pastoral theology and sooial anthropology a dis
servioe and lumps it all under the heading of a "new disoipline" oalled "
"pastoral anthropologylf whioh does not exist. In9ne way, this book can
be seen as a missed opportunity; it could have bee~ an attempt at a break
through, instead, it isa re-hash of old norms.and legislation with new
names attaohed.
While we can readily unde.rt~.n4:! that Fr. Shorter's book is direoted
towards an audience of non-anthropologists, we regret that in the. name of
social anthropology (whioh we understand he studied at Oxford) he. does not
demand of laymen that certain intellectual efforts be made tounderstEind
such complex notions as, for example, "social faots". We 19l0w of few'
anthropologists who would attempt a three paragraph 'potted definition' of
such a fundamental sooial anthropologioal conoept (pp.6-8). Nany
anthropdbgists would object to the looseness with which terms like 'social
faot', 'behaviour', 'network', 'struoture', 'adaptation', 'produot', eto.
are used. It does not seem to matter to Fr. Shorter whioh anthropological
theory or methodology he usee to "prove" his points. Eaoh ohapter represents
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a curious mixture of ideas: in one paragraph, Nalinowskiis brought
to the fore, in the next, L6vi-Strauss, then we might find R.G.
Lienhardt or EVan:s:"P~itchardcitedto "prove" (p.45) that non-western
religions are really religious! What we protest against can be'
summed up in this statement of Fr. Shorter's, made on po7:
In social science it is customary to speak of
socialogy and social anthropology, but these
terms refer to differences in emphasis and
method rather than to any really significant
differences betwee~ the two.
We are here told that theory and method (which we thought selects
what 'facts' are, which selects What facts will be examined, which
selects how they are examined) are not really signifoicant. This
is simply naive and we disagree, eg;pecially incases such as that; in
the chapter on ritual where we find such disparate theoretical and
methodological views as those held by ~~linowski, Mary Douglas, Radcliffe
Brown and Victor Turner all ci ted to "explain" the same phenomenon.
A study of each of these anthropologists' methodology and explanations
of rit;ual might well enrich the understanding of any non"'anthropologist;
might introduce him to the complexity involved in explaining sequences·
of human actions. If nothing 'else, such study would demonstrate the
care and concern which anthropologists have for the categories ,and
classifications of others, or it might at least indicate that for some,
anthropabgy is a ,life-work. But Fr. Shorter, no doubt unintentionally,
neglects to give such impressions; rather, he gives the impression
that social anthropology is something which can be "mugged-up" over a
short period of time and then applied, carte blanche, according to the
whims of such 'students' of the discipline.
For example, on p. 152 ff., we find that the foreign western
classifications of religion/worship/sacred and medicine/magic/secular
are superimposed onto African religious traditions" Moreover, Fr. Shorter
suggests how jUdgements may be made by the African pastor with reference
to traditionai forms of belief and worship as to whether they are against
"faith", Le. Christian religion. Any consideration of the genuine
"salvation-value" (in the Christian sense of the word) in non-western
religions, clearly recognized by Vatican II, seems to have escaped his
notice. He does not, anthropologically or theologically,really go into
African religions. He merely puts forward a framework for judging what
is "good" and "bad"; a regression to antiquated rbissionary attitudes.
Anthropologists have long kno)lln, at'least in principle, what the
difference is between making judgements and describing what happens in a
societyo
.
Finally, we should like to point out David Pocock's clear distinc
tion, made in Social Anthropology in 1960: .
It is evident at the outset that the anthropologist
working in another society (or in his own society
regarded as "other") must take a certain stance quite
different from that of, say, a government official
or missionary, who is concerned to bring about ohange
in accordance 'with cert~in beliefs which he holds (p.86).
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of optimism - which seems appropriate. One would have liked a long
reflective conclusion. Instead, the last chapter (which is 'only ten pages
long) hurriedly brings us up todate~'and quickly glances at the contrasting
situations in France and America.
Some will be slightly disappointed that the survey does not end with
a more positive or theoretical. section •. But all research'is conducted with
certain limits imposed, and it would be aski~g too much to' have expected a
two year period of investigation to have lead. to. a bolder type of climax.
Miss Henson has served us well in coveringt,h'e ground in a mora descriptive
way, so we now have a usef~lstarting point from which, to raise'larger .
issues. Indeed, her book is never a catalogue, so many of the problems one
would like to· follow up have already been indicated by the author. We could
ask, for example, what is the significance of inquiring about the relations
of social anthropology and language? What have been the consequences of
.
their separate development and why is it important to relate them more .
closely? When the latter prOblem is answered, which is'the best means of
linking the two fields?
.

.

There are plenty of facts in Miss Henson's history to set us thinking
about these difficultiesoIf we say, for instance, that language is
important to us· because we need. a sowce of ideas to help' us' tackle semantic
problems .more efficiently, then the framework for our research obviously
becomes socia,l anthropology, language, and meaning. And now 'we are p):'esented
wi th some rather more precise problems. lVIalinowski's linguistic work did
'
not lead to an anthropology more concerned with meaning whereas Evans-Pritchard's
more general sensitivi tyto language did. On an international scale, the
discipline has been transformed by L~vi-strauss' idiosync):'aticvision of the
role of 'linguistic' models in the hu~ sciences; nothing of equivalent
potential has been produced by the 'lingui6~ic anthropology' of the'United
States. It is difficult to envisage 'ethnographic semantics' revolutionising
the subject. If social anthropology a,n.d language a.re to be related,
'linguistic anthropology' is perhaps not the best way of doing it. Even 60,
we can still ask whether Lgvi-Strauss' use of language' has led to a' ·:t>.ett.er
underst!:lnding of meaning, or whether its dominant 'tendency has been anti.;. .
semantic. ~erhaps, too, it is not out of place to remember that linguistics
has been less successful with semantics than with any other phenomenon.
This being,so, might we expect more valuable guidance by looking to linguistiq
philosophy than to linguistic theory?
. '.
.
There are lots of large problems like these ,tnatneedto be considered.
That they are. not part of the problem Miss Henson set herself does not.lessen
the value of her book. One could not begin to grapple with: such topics
wi thout a knowledge of the historical background. Social anthropology and
language was a slice of our development which had not previously been
charted, and those ,interested in the sorts of issues I have outlined will
be in Miss Henson's debt for her covering this ground and laying bare some
of the lanqJDarks •.
Malcolm Crick •
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J.W. Berry & P.R. Dasen (eds), Culture and
cogni tion: Readings in cro ss-cultural pSlchology.
London: Methuen, 19740
The pu'blication of this collection of papers should allay the
fears of those anthropologists who find themselves overtaken by visions
of Human Relations Area Files, tortured ethnographies and coughing
computers whenever the· word "cross-cultural" is muttered by their
uncautious colleagues. It demonstrates once again that not all
psychologists are totally insensitive to the problems of translation
and cross-cultural comparability, that some are aware of the role of
situational factors, and that there are even a few psychologists who
feel that numbers are not essential to the conduct of a science.
This volume has brought together some of the more important papers
on oross-cultural studies of thinking. It contains Fishman's impressive
review of work on the Whorfian hypothesis, and, by including papers by
Gladwin and Sturtevant, may serve to remind psychologists that ethnographers
are also interested in similar topics. There is also a very striking
paper by Cole and Bruner on the potential problems of inferring cognitive
differenoes from differences in behaviour. The last third of the book
is .deve ted to papers on Piagetian developmental psychology. Among these
there is an early essay by Piaget and a good review of the field by
Dasen.
The introductory essay by Berry and Dasen raises several important
theoretical issues. Instead of engaging in empty name-dropping and the
passing genuflections that cross-cultural psychologists usually make
to aspects of theory, these authors have taken the trouble to detail
the contributions of early writers on the subject, and have been so
bold as to offer some thoughts on the problem of cross-cultural
comparabili ty. The problem of compara'bili ty is without doubt the most
serious problem confronting cross-cultural psychology. Yet for all the
attention it has received one would think that researchers in the field
regarded it as the piffling decision of an over-zealou' touch-judge
rather than what i t really is, the rule upon which the· entire cross
cultural game depends. In discussing the problem of comparability,
Berry and Dasen elaborate some ideas presented in an earli:er paper by
Berry. They propose among other things, that behaviours in different
cultures be matched in terms of their "functional equivalence". This
solution is clearly inapplicable in several areas. What is more, where
it might b.e appropriate, it would merely s6rve, like slum clearance, to
remove the problem to another quarter.
This volume will certainly be of value to anthropologists and
psychologists. It will show anthropologists what has been happening
in the study of cognition and, more importantly, will enable psycholo
gists to take stock of what they have produced thus far. It seems
likely that cross-cultural psychology will begin to abandon its strictly
comparative approach, and that it will turn instead to the study of
relationships between behaviours within a community. We may' still see
the day when cross-cultural research is conducted by people who enjoy
a psychological way of thinking and Who, but for their conoern with
data and the elimination cf competing explanations, could be taken to
ethnographers.
Peter Collett.
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F .G. Bailey (ed! tor), Debate and Conwromise:
The Politics of Innovation. Oxford: Basil .
B1ackwel1~ 197~, 34~ pp., £5. (Pavilion Series).
A cri tique of Shakespearean humour based exclusively on synopses of
the first acts of the "comedies" would matoh this book for intellectual
teasing. Each ethnographic chapter begins in a new location; fe-w reader~ _
will want to be "just getting into it" so often in a single work. On the
one hand we are told that, in effect, ethnography ~ theory (p.254);
on the other, there is little to convert the reader who suspects that,
instead, he is being led to ultimate generalities distilled from these
ethnographic "shorts". There is clearly maroe to the complete ethnographies
than such synoptic presentation displays; some, at least, surely deserved
separate and full-scale publication. Moreover, so strong a resemblance
to Gifts and 'Poisonsuggests the birth of a new methodological oligarchy
(compace "ekistics", "cantonometrics"); though,encouraging1yin a sense,
the vagueness of the concept of "innovation" and the brevity of the
editor I s summary show that no restrictive c onstitution has as yet been
drawn up.
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There is clearly much here that is worth having, and in far more detail,
As it is, arguing from Wolf to the peasant will not suffice: the peasant
should be at liberty to falsify Wolf (and others). Specifically, the
symbolic universe of each community tends to receive stunted treatment
at best. Heppensta11 suggests that in St. Martin the "fringe members'"
inability to "participate in traditional customs of reciprocity "
leads them to "think of their labour _in terms of cash return". Wi th a more
exhausti ve discussion of traditional reciprocity customs, we should
perceive the "fringe" in diachronic context. -One wonders whether some
so-called innovations might not be most usefully considered in relation to
changes, not in the reci procity system itself, but in the I1IOde I . , ' , ' • .
~L;...;;'·!:·.' of its realization.
"We" and "they" remain opposed, while the
specific range of reference changes; in the essays on Saburneda and Gema
we see how new means can serve old ends (such as family solidari ty). But
to relate "change" to a continuity of any kind requires fuller ethnographic
presentation of traditional practices and beliefs. In the East Tyrol Essay,
the whole emphasis on the "local council" demands supportive da.ta on the
composition of such a council and on the traditions Which the members
support or contravene. Similarly, in Barrett's assessment of informant
views on the failure of the Aiyetoro fish-ovens (pp.260 ff.), the
ethnographer's "practical" objections may be valid ,but we have no means
\.
of jUdging their acceptability in Aiyetoro terms. Barrett surely does not 
mean that one type of explanation is exclusively wrong or right; but the
inference might easily be drawn here.
Bailey's view of crisis as loosening the minutiae of normative
behaviour, thus creating greater freedom to innovate, is falsifiable and
clearly delineated, and could provake useful discussion of other ethnographi~s.
However, the relation of the society to the source of crisis raises further
questions of bounding. Crisis may lie in internal smugness as much as in
internal threats: external grandeur may go with in terna1 stagnation. But
Parkinson's Law is falsi fiab1e too.
Michael Herzfeld
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SHORTER NOTICES
When the Golden Bou
Breaks: Structuralism-or ~
10 ? Peter Munz.
Rout edge snd Kegan Paul. London. 973. £2. 5. xili, 143 pp.
Professor Munz's historical approach to myths consists of classifying
them into typological series. The progression in each series from
more general to more specific versions yields the historical and
inherent meaning. There are some insights on the way, but on the
whole they do not justify the journey.
Urban Anthr'o 010 : Cross-Cultural Studies of Urbanization. Aidan
Southall ed •• Oxford University Press. London. 1973. £2.25. vi, 489 pp.
A collection of essays hoping to deal with questions like 'What is meant
by terms such as 'urban' and 'urbanization'?'and 'Is there a clear
rural-urban dichotomy?' Particularly interesting are the contributions
by E. Bruner and O. Lewis; but even these are of small-scale interest,
dealing with the minutiae of social life. The 'cross-cultural' emphasis
of the title is noticeably absent, but the book does offer a coll~ction
of sound ethnographies.
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The Translation of Culture: Essays to E.E. Evans-Pri tchard. Thomas o.
Beidelman (ed.). Tavistock Publications. London.1973 (paperback).
£2.50. ix, 440 pp.
This excellent collection of articles (reviewed
JASO vol.2 no.3) is now available in paperback.
Cause and Meaning in the Social Sciences. Ernest Gellner. Edited by
I.C. Jarvie and J. Agassi. Routledge and Kegan Paul. London. 1973.
£3.25. ix, 228 pp. A collection of well-known articles and unknown
book reviews in the essayist tradition of Voltaire, Heine, Twain, Butler,
Shaw and Borges, according to the editors. Anthropologists will not find
much of any interest here. Social scientists, no doubt, will be
fascinated and impressed. English style sui gellneris and irritating in
the extreme.
Race. John R. Baker. Oxford University Press. London. 1974. £6.5Op. xviii,
~pp.Baker's interest is 'with the question Whether there is reatily behind
the idea of race ". From the point of view of sheer industry one can have
nothing but praise for his attempts to rectify this state of affairs. If
only his appreciation of social anthropology was better founded: ' A language
may reveal its superiority or inferiority ••• by the scope of meaning attached
to its words' 1 Remarks like this throw doubt on his controversial conclusion,
'One must deny ••• the "fine dictum of morality" that men are everywhere the
same'. Criticism aside, however, Race contains as comprehensive a survey
of the subject as could be expectedi'ii one book. The work is also
entertainingly illustrated.
Urban Ethnici ty. A.S.A. conference edited by Adrian f-'Iayer £4.50p. Tavistock
Publications. London. 1974. xxiv, 391 pp. 'Urban ethnicity' involves the
study of 'the anthropology of the complex structure of the new state'. The
anthropologist's job is therefore to deal with 'the socio-cultural problems
raised by the developing interdependence between these parts and by the
processes of socio-cultural change involved in this development'. Such an
approach suits the current interest in group/group relations, but is hardly
likely to provide 'heuristic and theoretical considerations' of 'major
importance' to our discipline: the functional.ist tone of many of the
contributions, the general concern with 'definition', the existence of much
jargon, and the occurence of simplistic remarks of the type 'I (Deshen)
have operated with a conception of ethnicity as a strategy whereby people
set bonds of inclusion or exclusion', all suggest the extent to which 'urban
ethnici ty' is a species of that type of sociology which dates from H()~st;
The Human Group (1950). What is so surprising, given the 'heuristic' and
'theoretical' pretensions of the work, is that so many contributors write as
though their subject is only just beginning. There are articles, amongst
others, by Mitchell, Parkin, Lloyd and Schildkrout.

